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 The benefits of hydraulic fracturing horizontal wells in unconventional reservoirs 
for production enhancement are evident; however, the best methods to truly increase 
recovery efficiency through these stimulations are still under great examination. 
Analogous to how operators and service companies discovered that Barnett-style 
slickwater treatments were not successful in all reservoirs, companies are beginning to 
recognize the importance of engineered stimulations, specifically in regard to 
geomechanics. Rather than perforating for only production purposes, hydraulic 
fracturing design has now turned its focus to perforating for reservoir rock stimulation. 
Enhanced fracture network complexity through induced fractures greatly increases the 
contact area and reservoir drainage for maximum productivity. However, to accomplish 
the stimulation of both primary and secondary fracture networks, the coupled behaviors 
of geomechanics and fluid flow in response to the hydraulic fracturing operations must 
be considered. 
 This research details the development of a coupled geomechanics and fluid flow 
model for the purpose of hydraulic fracture design optimization through the evaluation of 
different stimulation patterns. The patterns under consideration include the Zipper, 
Texas Two-Step, and Modified Zipper designs. Furthermore within these patterns, the 
well locations and hydraulic fracture properties are analyzed to determine the most ideal 
design for a shale oil reservoir based on recovery efficiency and economic viability.  
With the staggered fracture placement offered by the Modified Zipper Pattern, a 
highly conductive secondary complex fracture network is generated allowing for 
enhanced hydrocarbon recovery. In comparison to the Zipper and Texas Two-Step 
Patterns, the Modified Zipper Pattern results in reducing the stress anisotropy within the 
formation to a much greater extent, aiding in the fracture generation process to increase 
the flow area. This advantage coupled with its high oil recovery factor and potential for 
greater drilling density discerns the Modified Zipper as the ideal pattern for the 
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CHAPTER 1  
INTRODUCTION 
 
This research details the development of a shale oil model for the purpose of 
hydraulic fracture design optimization using integrated concepts of geomechanics and 
fluid flow.  The coupled shale oil model serves as a continuation of a prior gas shale 
fluid flow model developed at the Colorado School of Mines by Abdulraof Almulhim 
(2014) that compared the production aspects of various hydraulic fracture patterns 
including the Zipper, Texas Two-Step, and Modified-Zipper concepts.  The generated 
coupled shale oil model in this study was developed using the Computer Modelling 
Group Ltd. (CMG) reservoir simulation software for direct comparison against 
Almulhim’s gas shale CMG model. The modeled reservoir is based on an Eagle Ford-
type shale oil formation using field data to validate the results for accuracy and to 
provide evidence for the differences in optimization techniques that arise between shale 
gas and oil prospects. The recommended hydraulic fracture design was evaluated and 
reformed based on fracture complexity, sensitivity analysis tasks, recovery efficiency, 
and economic viability. 
1.1 Introduction to Hydraulic Fracture Modeling 
Hydraulic fractures may have become the key to unlocking unconventional 
resources across all U.S. shale basins, however according to Warpinksi et al. (2009), 
the fracture is the most poorly understood feature of the entire exploration, drilling, and 
completion process. Their paper further originated unconventional reservoirs as 
“technology plays”, requiring the increased use of technology in order to effectively and 
efficiently produce from these reservoirs. This technology based need stems from the 
inability of former conventional reservoir models to accurately predict and represent the 
behavior of these very low permeability reservoirs (Warpinksi et al., 2009). For instance, 
most numerical simulators developed for sandstones assume bi-planar fracture 
development under almost constant leakoff whereas complex fracture networks and 
leakoff into fractures and fissures need to be accounted for in shale reservoirs (Nagel et 





Furthermore, research suggests that the productivity of a tight formation is tied to 
flow area and thus fracture parameters must be designed carefully. The basis of a 
successful treatment is a complex network that connects the created hydraulic fractures 
with the pre-existing natural fractures. This becomes a major factor in the economic 
production of nano-permeable formations where profit is closely linked to the stimulated 
reservoir volume (Soliman et al., 2008; Rafiee et al., 2012). However, a truly optimized 
stimulation design in a naturally fractured shale reservoir is only possible with a coupled 
geomechanics and fluid flow model to account for the complex interactions between the 
hydraulic and natural fractures. The geomechanical parameters of a formation, including 
the orientation and magnitude of principal stresses, are major drivers for hydraulic 
fracture conductivity and complexity, but the dual-permeability, dual-porosity, and 
pressure transient behavior between fractures and matrix must also be included in any 
completion design. This becomes especially critical as new fracturing techniques are 
developed to enhance flow area and minimize fracture spacing in the most economical 
way possible.   
1.2 Motivation and Objectives 
Following current industry trends in the United States, production optimization 
through well spacing in high density drill patterns and multi-stage hydraulic fracturing 
operations have created the need for more advanced unconventional reservoir models.  
For example in the Eagle Ford shale, drill spacing units have condensed down to 750- 
or 500- foot spacing from the conventional 640-acre spacing utilizing both close well 
spacing and multi-lateral hydraulic fracturing operations to increase reservoir drainage. 
However, the production optimization occurs at the expense of well interference and 
stress shadowing effects. Previously, many geomechanics and fluid flow models have 
been developed for shale gas but few coupled models have been developed to 
accurately predict the multi-phase behavior of shale oil. Thus, the motivation for this 
research originates from the need of a shale oil simulator to model both the fluid flow 
and geomechanical aspects of hydraulic fracturing operations in a naturally fractured 
unconventional reservoir for production and economic optimization through more 





The objectives this research aims to accomplish are the following: 
1. Develop a coupled shale oil model for hydraulic fracture design 
optimization 
2. Compare different fracture patterns, fracture spacing, and well spacing 
options 
3. Relate the shale oil results with the previous shale gas model  
4. Evaluate the results and draw conclusions based on recovery factors, 
sensitivity analysis, and economic vitality 
1.3 Eagle Ford Shale Background 
 The Eagle Ford is a Cretaceous-age shale located in South Texas bound by the 
Austin Chalk above and the Buda formation below (Figure 1.1). Within the Eagle Ford 
are three distinct production windows, dry gas, wet gas, and oil (Inamdar et al., 2010).  
 
Figure 1.1: Location of production windows within the Eagle Ford Shale, positioned in 
South Texas (Cook et al., 2014, original source EIA 2010). 
	  
The Eagle Ford is composed of organic-rich calcareous mudstones and marls with 
thickness ranging from 50 to 350 feet (Bazan et al., 2012). Its composition can be 
defined roughly as 55% calcite, 20% quartz, 15% clay, and 10% kerogen. However, the 





depth, mineralogy, etc. (Shelley et al., 2012; Stegent et al., 2010). With this 
mineralogical makeup, the Eagle Ford can be more accurately defined as a tight 
carbonate, but its performance characteristics are more closely related to a typical shale 
play. These geologic features in addition to the Eagle Ford’s low Poisson’s Ratio and 
Young’s Modulus and in-situ stress anisotropy combine to create a suitable candidate 
for multi-stage hydraulic fracture treatments. Both oil and gas wells in this region can be 
characterized by high initial production and steep initial declines (Shelley et al., 2012).  
 In addition to the varying reservoir properties across the basin, the Eagle Ford, 
like most shales, exhibits vertical heterogeneity and anisotropy due to the presence of 
organic materials. The Lower Eagle Ford in particular, which is characterized by higher 
gamma ray and resistivity signatures than the Upper Eagle Ford, exhibits a large 
amount of anisotropy due to the bedding parallel lamination of organic material. 
Anisotropy and heterogeneity within the formation can affect tensile strength, 
compressive strength, permeability, and sonic property values (Mokhtari et al., 2014; 
Sayers et al., 2014). For example, through pulse-decay relative permeability 
experiments on Eagle Ford vertical and horizontal core samples, it was found that the 
varied mineralogy (Figure 1.2) led to a four times difference ratio between horizontal 
and vertical permeability. This evidence suggests that the vertical flow is dominated by 
an interconnected yet tortuous path of nanoscale pores while the horizontal flow is 
encouraged through micro-cracks and bedding planes (Mokhtari et al., 2013).  
 
Figure 1.2: Mineralogical variation between vertical (EF-V) and horizontal (EF-H) Eagle 





1.4 Available Data 
The Eagle Ford data used in this research consists of one multi-well pad 
provided to be used in the Unconventional Natural Gas Research Institute (UNGI) 
Coupled and Integrated Multiscale Measurements and Modeling (CIMMM) Consortium. 
The provided data consists of fracture reports, well logs, production data, and 
microseismic interpretations and raw data. The well pad was completed in a Zipper well 
fashion consisting of four wells, Well 1H, 2H, 3H, and 4H that lie within the Lower Eagle 
Ford Shale (Figure 1.3) in McMullen County, Texas. Well 4H was used as the 
microseismic monitoring well for Wells 1H, 2H, and 3H during the 14-stage Plug and 
Perforation limited entry hybrid fracture treatment. To reduce the number of grid blocks 
and model runtime, only the two outer wells, Well 1H and Well 2H, were built into the 
model as denoted by the red box in Figure 1.4 below. Additionally, only 3 out of the 14 
stages were modeled to reduce the number of grid blocks within the model. Production 
data from the CIMMM Petra project was used for the history match comparisons and 
was normalized to account for the difference between the actual number of fracture 
stages and modeled number of stages.  
 
Figure 1.3: Completion zone for Eagle Ford wells used in study (UNGI CIMMM 






Figure 1.4: Eagle Ford well pad layout for model validation (Adapted from UNGI CIMMM 
Company Sponsor, 2013). 
 
1.5 Data Limitations 
As this data was used for model validation, it is important to note the limitations 
that exist within the provided records. The only available production data was from a 
comingled well pad source making it difficult to distinguish the production contribution 
from each well and only one average daily rate was provided for each month of 
production. Thus, it was not clear if averaging or filtering parameters were applied to the 
reported rates. Since only two of the wells are included in the model, the production 
volumes had to be normalized on a per well basis in addition to standardizing the rates 
for the number of fracture stages modeled. To increase the accuracy of the fracture 
stage normalization, completion profiler log results were used to take into account the 
number of stages actually contributing to production. For example in Well 1H, the 
production logs show that 60% of the production is sourced from only 5 of the 
perforation stages (UNGI CIMMM Company Sponsor, 2013).  
1.6 Research Workflow 
To accomplish the goals of this research, a thorough literature review was first 
conducted to investigate the critical geomechanics and fluid flow concepts to be 
incorporated into the model and how best to couple them. Additionally, previous 
hydraulic fracture modeling efforts were reviewed to determine the best practices 
including the earlier shale gas CMG model that was used as a direct comparison. 





characterize the reservoir properties and to determine additional data to be 
supplemented from literature. Following this step, the first hydraulic fracture pattern, the 
Zipper Pattern was built into CMG as the basis for the history match and model 
validation stage. Once a good match was found between the modeled and historical 
production rates, the final model input parameters were defined for the remaining two 
hydraulic fracture patterns. With all three patterns modeled, each was simulated for 
twenty years to allow for production and geomechanical comparisons between each 
pattern. The patterns were also judged based on a sensitivity analysis of the parameters 
with the strongest impact on production as well as on the optimization of recovery 
factors and net present value. Finally using all of these evaluation methods, confident 
conclusions and recommendations were drawn regarding the best hydraulic fracture 
design for an Eagle Ford-type shale which was further compared against the 

















CHAPTER 2  
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
 This chapter presents a literature review pertaining to the different types of 
unconventional and fracture modeling techniques, geomechanics and fluid flow 
concepts, and the methods for coupling the two reservoir behaviors into one simulator 
for the most realistic and representative results. 
2.1 Unconventional Modeling  
Hydraulic fracturing is a coupled hydro-mechanical process in which the 
mechanical effects consist of the total stress field change due to the creation of propped 
hydraulic fractures and the flow effects consist of the fluid pressure distribution 
surrounding the fracture. The effects are coupled in the sense that a pressurized 
hydraulic fracture may tend to close nearby natural fractures in response to the increase 
in total stress created by the inflated hydraulic fracture. The fluid volume and pressure, 
which has leaked off from the created hydraulic fracture, will reduce the effective stress 
on the natural fractures allowing them to open or shear. In hydro-mechanically coupled 
simulations, small width natural fractures with slow pressure diffusion may cause un-
drained conditions to occur within the natural fractures. Thus, the fracture width is the 
significant controlling factor on the rate of pressure diffusion throughout a natural 
fracture system and can greatly reduce pressure communication throughout the 
stimulated reservoir volume (Nagel et al., 2012a).   
In comparison to models developed for conventional sandstone reservoirs, 
unconventional simulators must properly address the influence of shale fracture leakoff 
into fissures and cracks. In ultra-low permeability formations, complex leakoff models 
are essential for accurate results and should be used for all shale plays (Savitski et al., 
2013). Previous shale gas modeling efforts have represented the complex interactions 
of the created hydraulic fracture with natural fractures using a traditional finite element 
approach by treating the natural fractures as a simplified equivalent continuum or 
damage zone around the single, main hydraulic fracture (Nagel et al., 2012b). 





between the fracture and matrix permeability creates complications that cannot be 
incorporated into conventional models.   
2.2 Complex Fracture Modeling  
The challenge of modeling complex fracture networks has been addressed in 
many different methods by several authors. Meyer and Bazan (2011) used a discrete 
fracture network (DFN) model for naturally fractured reservoirs in which hydraulic 
fracturing has the potential to induce Mode I natural fracture networks. Xu et al. (2010) 
introduced a wire-mesh model to define a hydraulic fracture network (HFN) with 
perpendicular sets of vertical planar fractures through which the hydraulic fracture 
propagates as a growing ellipsoidal volume of the stimulated formation. Nagel et al. 
(2011) utilized a discrete-element model and a predefined DFN to propagate hydraulic 
fractures that could be simulated in both tensile and shear modes on the basis of the 
injection fluid and developed pressures and stresses. Finally, Dahi-Taleghani and Olson 
(2011) extended the finite element method approach to solve the problem of complex 
fractures using a two-dimensional plane-strain elasticity approach. All of the above 
approaches require a description of the existing natural fracture network that can be 
very difficult to obtain (Manchanda and Sharma, 2014).    
The issue of continuum (Figure 2.1) versus distinct element modeling (DEM) has 
been further discussed in terms of properly depicting complex fracture network 
behavior. The fractured rock formation is a discontinuous media with large blocks that 
may act as a continuum within the rock, but are separated or disconnected from the 
adjoining blocks. The numerical model must represent the two types of mechanical 
behavior, first the behavior of the solid material of blocks, and second the behavior of 
the discontinuities or fractures. The continuum models are ill-suited for addressing the 
explicit mechanical behavior of discontinuities and fractures since they must recognize 
the existence and behavior of interfaces between the discrete blocks that comprise the 
rock system (Nagel et al., 2012b). Therefore, distinct element modeling is often 
regarded as the best practice for incorporating the discrete behaviors of fractures into 
reservoir simulators in order to properly characterize the transmission of fluid from 






Figure 2.1: Example stress results from a continuum simulation of hydraulic fracturing 
(Nagel et al., 2012b). 
 
2.3 Fracture Geometry Models 
Most simulators use two-dimensional constant height models that fall into two 
categories, often referred to as the Perkins-Kern-Nordgren (PKN) and the 
Kristianovitch-Geertsma-de Klerk (KGD) models. The PKN category suggests that the 
created fracture width at the wellbore is proportional to the product of gross height and 
frictional pressure drop from the wellbore to fracture tip. As the fluid volume increases, 
the width increases and thus the pressure inside the fracture will increase with time.  
Perkins and Kern (1961) developed the following estimation for a fracture with a 
barrier at top and bottom:  
      𝑤! =
!!! !!! !!!!"#
!
                                                  (2.1) 
where ℎ! is the height of the fracture (ft), 𝜐 is Poisson’s Ratio, 𝐸 is Young’s Modulus 
(Mpsi), and Δ𝑃!"# is the net fracture pressure (psi), or the difference between the 





used in more conventional hydraulic fractures where the fracture is long in length 
compared to the height. In contrast, the KGD category suggests that the created 
fracture width is proportional to the product of the created fracture length and the friction 
pressure drop from the wellbore to the fracture tip. The growth rate of the width will be 
slower than the length and the pressure drop inside the fracture will decrease with time. 
The Christianovich-Zheltov model also falls into the KGD category but assumes the 
width is uniform and independent of height. If the fluid carrying the proppant has high 
viscosity then most of the proppant will stay in suspension. However, this tends to 
overestimate the percentage of proppant that will drop out of the pay zone due to 
greater width and closure time. The PKN theory will predict a longer and narrower 
fracture but fluid efficiency and the maximum allowable proppant concentration will be 
reduced. It assumes the width is greatest at the center and decreases elliptically 
towards the tips (Soliman et al., 1987). 
2.4  Geomechanic and Fluid Flow Modeling 
 Regardless of the specific fracture modeling technique used, an effective coupled 
geomechanical and fluid flow model in a shale oil reservoir must include the following 
critical concepts.  
2.4.1 Fracture Reorientation and Stress Reversal 
If a fracture initiating from the wellbore is at an angle to the minimum in-situ 
stress, the fracture will eventually reorient itself in a direction perpendicular to the 
minimum stress. This reorientation will cause a narrower effective fracture width that 
may contribute to higher than normal friction and propagation pressure. This can 
ultimately lead to trapped proppant and premature screen-outs during the fracturing 
treatment causing a fall in conductivity or productivity. The degree of reduction in 
fracture width depends on the degree of orientation such that a fracture created 
perpendicular to the wellbore and subsequently rotates to a complete longitudinal 
fracture would suffer maximum width reduction (Soliman et al., 2004).  
Deimbacher et al. (1993) presented the following equation to calculate the 










                                                    (2.2) 
where 𝑑 is the well diameter and 𝑙 is the perforated interval (ft). If the fracture is at an 
angle (𝜃) from the well trajectory, the following width reduction equation can be used: 




1 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 + 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃                                  (2.3) 
2.4.2 Attraction and Repulsion Zones 
Multiple hydraulic fractures are seldom parallel and may have repulsive or 
attractive shapes depending on the net pressure and fracture spacing. Repulsive 
fractures enhance, while attractive fractures impair, stress contrasts. The size of the 
attraction zone is a function of net pressure, in-situ stress contrast, and average angle 
of deviation from the orthogonal path. There exists a critical point where the attraction 
zones can cause subsequent fractures to intersect each other which can result in a less 
efficient drainage of the reservoir even though the fractures are initiated closer together 
(Roussel and Sharma, 2011). Unsuccessful fractures are initiated within the stress 
reversal zone of the previous fracture as they may rotate into undesirable orientations. 
As a consequence, the reversal zone can be used to define the most effective minimum 
fracture spacing.  
2.4.3 Stress Shadows 
The envelope of high stress that develops during hydraulic fracturing operations, 
often referred to as the stress shadow (Figure 2.2), is attributed to the opening of a 
propped fracture in a brittle or heterogonous rock and is presented in the form of an 
additional compressive stress that acts normal to the fracture face, or what is most often 
the minimum horizontal stress direction. The degree of stress alteration within the 
reservoir depends on the mechanical properties of the rock, the geometry of the 
fracture, and the pressure inside the fracture (Rafiee et al., 2012b). When a hydraulic 
fracture is opened, the compressive stress normal to the fracture face is increased 
above the in-situ stress by an amount equal to the net fracturing pressure. This 
elevation in stress is largest at the fracture face but the stress perturbation can radiate 





declines away from the fracture face is controlled by the fracture height. The increased 
compressive stress near a fracture tends to inhibit the initiation of nearby parallel 
fractures providing a natural diversion mechanism along the wellbore. In consequence, 
if initiation points are too close together, the stress shadows inhibit growth along the 
mid-section of the wellbore and encourage fracture growth at the toe and heel (Fisher et 
al., 2004).   
 
Figure 2.2: Stress shadow effect on transverse fracture growth (Fisher et al., 2004). 
	  
Within the stress shadow, the minimum horizontal stress is increasing more than 
the maximum horizontal stress, causing the stress anisotropy, or the difference between 
the two horizontal principal stresses, to decrease. This reduction in stress can be 
exploited by activating the planes of weakness in the formation to create complex 
secondary fracture networks. However, stress interference can also negatively impact 
the efficiency of each fracture stage and thus it is attractive to optimize the stage 
spacing in such a way to maximize fracture complexity without interference effects. For 
example, transverse fractures initiated from horizontal wells may deviate away or 
towards the previous fracture and as a result may propagate into previously stimulated 





2.4.4 Interaction of Hydraulic Fractures with Natural Fractures 
To feasibly achieve a high degree of complexity and fracture density, it is 
beneficial to take advantage of the naturally fractured nature of shales. To be most 
effective, hydraulic fractures should cross and connect the natural fracture system, but it 
is possible that arrest, diversion, or offset can occur, which would result in inhibited 
fracture growth and proppant placement. Typically, the hydraulic fracture will only cross 
pre-existing natural fractures at higher differential stresses and higher angles of 
approach. Otherwise at lower differential stress and lower angles of approach, arrest 
can occur. It can be assumed that the initial interaction is for the hydraulic fracture to be 
blunted and arrested by the pre-existing fracture and that temporary arrest will allow 
penetration of the fracturing fluid at the point of intersection. If the pressure in the 
fracture is less than the normal stress, the pre-existing fracture should remain closed. 
But if the friction is low enough to allow slip on the interface of the fracture, the fracture-
inducing stresses are not transmitted to the other side of the fracture and the fracture 
will extend in the opposite direction. If the friction is high enough to allow the interface to 
support high shear stresses, then the formation on the opposite side of the interface 
may be fractured. In common field conditions, hydraulic fractures that are symmetrical, 
double-winged, or vertical, are a rare occurrence and thus it is more likely to have 
fractures with wings diverted at different angles or with truncated wings of different 
lengths (Blanton, 1982).  
The likelihood of intersection between hydraulic and natural fractures is partly a 
function of orientation. If the orientation is parallel, intersection is less likely but there 
can still be an interaction between closely spaced fractures especially if the natural 
fractures are located near the induced fracture tip. However in orthogonal orientation, 
the propagating hydraulic fracture is likely to cross a large number of natural fractures. 
In a case of direct intersection, the hydraulic fracture could propagate across the natural 
fracture plane without deviation or additional leakoff especially for strongly cemented 
natural fracture planes. The stress induced by the hydraulic fracture could open the 
natural fracture enough to divert the fracturing fluid and increase leakoff. If the fluid 
diverted into the natural fracture becomes significant, the natural fracture could start to 





hydraulic fracture wing. An even more extreme interaction would be the main hydraulic 
fracture wing arrested by the T-intersection with a natural fracture (Olson and Dahi-
Taleghani, 2009).  
The stress shadow effect can also cause stabilization of natural fractures, which 
can only be overcome by increasing the fluid pressure within the natural fractures. 
Decreasing the stage spacing of overlapping hydraulic fractures from different wells will 
tend to increase the stress shadow effect and thus impair the stimulation of natural 
fractures (Nagel et al., 2013a).  
2.4.5 Fractured Horizontal Well Flow Regimes 
Raghavan et al. (1994) identified three major flow regimes to control the well 
response provided that boundary effects are negligibly small. The first is the Early Time 
Flow regime where the system behaves as if it were an n-layer, comingled reservoir 
where n is the total number of fractures. Next is the Intermediate Time Period that 
reflects the interference effects between fractures, and third is the Late Time Flow 
Regime during which the composite fracture system behaves as if it were a single 
fracture with fracture length equal to the spacing between the outermost fractures. The 
Late Time flow regime can also be considered pseudo-radial and may not exist due to 
interference or boundary effects. At early times, multi-fracture solutions correlate very 
well with single fracture systems but when interference effects become dominant, multi-
fracture solutions rise above single fracture solutions (Raghavan et al., 1994).  
It can be assumed that the production rate of a system is constant but the 
fraction of fluid produced by each fracture is a function of time.  At early times, all rates 
are identical because the fracture conductivities are identical, but at late times the 
central fracture produces at the lowest rate while the outermost fractures produce at the 
highest rate. This effect occurs as the outer fractures shield the inner fractures as a 
function of effective radius and position. In order to have equal rates across all 
fractures, the center fracture must be unreasonably long. Furthermore, to have the 
highest productivity at early times, it is crucial to delay interference for as long as 
possible. If interference between fractures occurs rather early due to unequal spacing, it 





Compound-linear flow manifests itself following interference, but if the conductivity of 
individual fractures is low, then compound-linear flow will be preceded by the formation 
bi-linear flow period (Figure 2.3) (Raghavan et al., 1994). 
 
Figure 2.3: Potential flow regimes in a fractured horizontal well (Soliman et al., 2006). 
 
Expanding upon Raghavan et al.’s assumption that a fractured horizontal well 
should perform as a single effective fracture of length equal to the spacing between the 
outermost fractures, Ozkan et al. (2009) stated that this performance can only be 
correlated in terms of effective fracture conductivity and fracture half-length under 
certain conditions. It may be applicable when flow converges beyond the tips of 
fractures but may not be applicable in unconventional tight reservoirs with micro- to 
nano-Darcy permeability where contribution of the reservoir beyond the stimulated 
reservoir volume (SRV) is usually negligible. In shales, flow convergence is mainly in 
the linear direction perpendicular to the surfaces of the hydraulic fractures and the long-
term performance of a fractured horizontal well can be represented by a single hydraulic 
fracture.  
2.4.6 Tri-Linear Flow Model 
Ozkan et al. (2009) also introduced a Tri-Linear Flow model (Figure 2.4) based 





by linear flow regimes. It coupled linear flow in three contiguous flow regions, the outer 
reservoir, the inner reservoir between fractures, and the hydraulic fracture. It is 
assumed that the hydraulic fractures are identical and evenly distributed along the 
length of the wellbore and the inner reservoir is a naturally fractured shale reservoir.  
 
Figure 2.4: Tri-Linear Flow model schematic (Ozkan et al., 2009). 
 
 The Tri-Linear Flow model also follows the dual-porosity idealization in which 
elongated periods of transient flow are expected within the tight matrices and the 
transient fluid transfer from the matrix to the natural fractures follows the Kazemi-de 
Swaan Model. This idealization represents the idea that one porosity acts as the 
continuum and provides the main path for fluid flow while the other acts as the source. 
Typically the fracture is thought of as the continuum and the matrix as the source 
(Gilman and Kazemi, 1983). The pseudo-steady fluid transfer model as introduced by 
Warren and Root (1963) may be applicable in some formations with matrix 
permeabilities higher than those observed in common applications for fractured 
horizontal wells.  
From the Tri-Linear model, Ozkan et al. (2009) found that even for relatively large 
matrix permeabilities, the drainage volume of a fractured horizontal well is limited to the 
inner reservoir between the fractures in addition to the idea that flow convergence is 





efficient mechanism to improve the productivity of unconventional tight formations is to 
increase the density of the natural fractures, not the permeability of the natural 
fractures, which has an insignificant effect. By increasing the flow capacities of the 
matrix and natural fracture network, the hydraulic fracture conductivities can be 
optimized, but as smaller fracture spacing increases the productivity of the well, the 
incremental gain for each fracture is also decreasing (Ozkan et al., 2009).  
2.4.7 Leakoff Behavior 
One critical difference between shale gas and shale oil reservoirs is their 
corresponding leakoff behavior. In liquid saturated reservoirs, a reasonable pressure 
distribution can be assumed with a linear flow approximation in an infinite reservoir. The 
constant pressure ellipsoids will decay exponentially away from the fracture and it can 
be anticipated that the effect of natural fractures on the distribution is small. However in 
a gas reservoir, leakoff behavior into the matrix is very small, so leakoff into natural 
fractures becomes much more significant. The leakoff into natural fractures results in 
the fracturing fluid moving an order of magnitude greater distance from the fracture and 
if the natural fractures traverse the entire height of the reservoir, the elliptic pressure 
distribution induced by the fracture may not be appropriate (Warpinksi et al., 2004).  
2.5 Coupled Modeling 
In order to account for both the fluid flow and geomechanical aspects discussed 
above, coupling within the reservoir simulation is required. Many conventional 
simulators only consider the change in rock properties due to production in the manner 
of changing pore volume as a form of compressibility. However unless the reservoir flow 
is occurring under uniaxial or isotropic deformation, further geomechanical coupling is 
needed to capture how the stress and strain distributions that change porosity and 
permeability affect flow (Gu et al., 2011; Jalali and Dusseault, 2008). There are several 
levels of coupling, each with their own advantages and disadvantages.  
The first, and loosest coupling method is termed “decoupled” where stress 
changes are introduced in the flow model through parameters such as permeability or 
compressibility. Following the flow calculation, the geomechanical calculation is 





then repeated until a suitable estimation for pressure and temperature is achieved. As 
the simplest form of coupling, this method is found in most conventional simulators and 
does not require much computational time. 
The next method is pseudo-coupling which is based on an empirical model of 
absolute permeability and porosity as a function of pressure. The simulator computes 
geomechanical properties such as compaction and horizontal stress changes using 
relationships between porosity and vertical displacement as well as relationships 
between porosity and stress. Like the previous method, pseudo-coupling may not be 
very realistic but is useful when computational costs or time may be prohibitive.  
The third method is explicit coupling, also known as one-way coupling, in which 
information from the flow simulator is sent to the geomechanics model but the results 
are not sent back to the flow model, and as such, fluid flow is not affected by the 
geomechanical response. This method is an efficient approach for subsidence 
calculations; however time step restrictions can be limiting.  
The fourth method is iterative or two-way coupling. In contrast to one-way 
coupling, calculation results are exchanged back and forth between the fluid flow and 
geomechanics models. Flow and displacement calculations are performed during each 
non-linear iteration, coupled through calculations of reservoir porosity. Compared to the 
other methods, this method is the most practical and flexible as it allows two systems to 
be solved by different numerical methods; however it is very sensitive to the relative 
size of pore volume changes and may require a large amount of iterations to converge.  
The final and most robust method is a fully coupled model in which fluid flow and 
displacement calculations are performed together using one discretized system usually 
involving the finite element method. This solution will be the most reliable and serves as 
the benchmark for other coupling methods but it does require more code development 







CHAPTER 3  
METHODOLOGY 
 
 The CMG model in this study utilized the following underlying concepts and 
equations in respect to geomechanics and fluid flow. A discussion of the coupling 
methods and a detailed look into the three modeled hydraulic fracture patterns is also 
included. 
3.1 Reservoir Grid Generation 
In order to run a shale oil simulation, the GEM compositional fluid interface of 
CMG was used, as the black-oil simulator in the IMEX module is best suited for dry gas 
systems.  A Logarithmically Spaced, Locally Refined, Dual-Permeability (LS-LR-DK) 
reservoir model was adopted to effectively simulate the complex hydraulic fracture and 
natural fracture behavior. A dual permeability model was chosen to incorporate the 
naturally fractured nature of shales and the logarithmic refinement was needed to 
correctly capture the transient effects around the hydraulic fracture. Evenly spaced 
gridding would allow for the fine gridding required around the fracture but it would create 
unnecessary grid refinement far away from the fracture, increasing runtime 
considerably. However, logarithmic gridding solves this issue by only creating 
refinement around the fracture where it is needed to capture the transient flow with the 
least amount of grid blocks. In the dual permeability model, flow can occur from fracture 
to fracture, matrix to matrix, and matrix to fracture, where one matrix porosity and one 
fracture porosity is allowed per grid block. The matrix to fracture flow is modeled using a 
Gilman and Kazemi matrix-fracture transfer term defined by: 







∗ 𝑉!"#$%&               (3.1) 
where, 𝑘 is the matrix permeability (mD), 𝐿 represents the fracture spacings in the 
𝑥,𝑦,  and 𝑧 directions (ft), and 𝑉!"#$%& is the total matrix volume (ft3) (GEM, 2012). 
The hydraulic fracture wizard in the CMG Builder platform was used to generate the LS-





created by the orthogonal natural fracture orientations. It is assumed that the hydraulic 
fracture and the natural fractures interact and intersect in a complex manner where the 
hydraulic fracture is not arrested by the natural fracture. Unrefined grid blocks were 
constructed outside of the SRV to represent the unpropped natural fractures. In addition 
to the defined geomechanics properties from log data, the available microseismic field 
data from the Eagle Ford well pad was imported into CMG to model a fracture network 
and SRV from the incorporated microseismic events.  
 
Figure 3.1: Generation of "Tartan" grid within CMG representing the hydraulic fractures 
and fracture networks. 
 
3.2 Geomechanics 
In contrast to the stress distribution of a vertical well, the vertical stress 𝜎!  is 
usually the largest of all three principal stresses for a horizontal well, greater than both 
the maximum 𝜎!  and minimum 𝜎!  horizontal stresses (Figure 3.2). The magnitude 
of the vertical principal stress is determined from the weight of the overburden stress.  
 





Depending on which direction the horizontal well is drilled in relation to the 
maximum horizontal principal stress; either transverse or longitudinal fractures will be 
created (Figure 3.3). If the well is drilled at an angle to the maximum stress or if the 
perforated interval is fairly long, multiple transverse fractures may be created. However, 
if the well is drilled in the direction of maximum stress, the induced fracture will be 
longitudinal and thus propagate in the direction of the wellbore.  
 
Figure 3.3: Illustration of transverse and longitudinal fractures in a horizontal well 
(Cheng, 2012). 
 
3.2.1 Geomechanical Properties 
Young’s Modulus relates tensile stress 𝜎  to tensile strain 𝜀  as given by the 
following static relationship: 







                                               (3.2) 
where tensile stress is equal to the ratio of applied stress, 𝐹 (lbf), to cross-sectional 
area, 𝐴! (in2), and tensile strain is equal to the ratio of the change in element length,  Δ𝐿 
(in), to the original element length, 𝐿! (in). 
Poisson’s Ratio is the ratio of vertical to horizontal deformation or strain, as given 
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                  (3.3) 
 Dynamic Young’s Modulus (3.4) and dynamic Poisson’s Ratio (3.5) can also be 
calculated from log data when core data is not available: 
                                      𝐸!"#$%&' = 𝜌𝑉!!
!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!
                                          (3.4)          











                                               (3.5) 
where 𝑉! and 𝑉! represent the shear and compressional wave velocities (ft/s), 
respectively and 𝜌 is the formation density (g/cm3) (Tutuncu, 2014). In comparison to 
static values, the dynamic moduli are typically greater and less accurate. This is a 
consequence of the higher frequencies used to capture the log readings. Higher 
frequencies tend to represent the formation as stiffer than it really is since it does not 
allow time for the fluid to relax, hence causing the fluid to appear solid-like.  
Biot’s Parameter 𝛼  is a dimensionless value representing the fraction of 
reservoir fluid pressure that affects rock stress. The following equation (Bailin, 2001) is 
commonly used but Biot’s parameter has also been found to be related to permeability, 
grain sorting, and confining pressure:  
    𝛼 = 1 − !!
!!
                                     (3.6) 
where 𝑐! is grain compressibility and 𝑐! is bulk compressibility (psi-1). 
These three parameters in addition to the angle of internal friction and cohesion 
stress of Mohr-Coulomb materials were defined within the Elasto-Plastic Mohr-Coulomb 
Rock Type Model that performs a finite-element elasto-plastic stress analysis of the 
reservoir formation using a set of displacement boundary conditions under plastic 
deformation. Elastic behavior can be described by the two elastic material constants, 





can manifest. Rock formations typically do not behave in a perfectly elastic manner and 
thus a yield criterion is included to define the stress state at which plastic behavior 
begins. This yield criterion is defined by the Mohr-Coulomb equations and allows for the 
prediction of post-failure, irreversible behavior. 
  The Mohr-Coulomb failure criteria is a conventional method that assumes the 
intermediate stress is equal to the smallest of the three principal stresses and defines a 
failure envelope for the rock based on the magnitude of the principal stresses. For a 
horizontal well, the largest principal stress is the vertical stress 𝜎!  which is denoted as 
𝜎! in the Mohr-Coulomb equations. The smallest principal stress is the minimum 
horizontal 𝜎!   which is denoted as 𝜎!  in the Mohr-Coulomb equations. The Mohr-
Coulomb equations do not take into account the intermediate stress 𝜎!   and 
accordingly assume it to be equal to the minimum horizontal stress 𝜎!   . In a Cartesian 
plane, the following two equations for normal (3.7) and shear stress (3.8) are used to 
draw the Mohr-Circle with theta 𝜃  varying from 0-360 degrees: 
                                         𝜎 = !
!
𝜎! + 𝜎! +
!
!
𝜎! − 𝜎! + 𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜃                         (3.7) 
                                              𝜏 = − !
!
𝜎! − 𝜎! 𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝜃                                              (3.8) 
Then, the failure envelope can be determined by fitting a line tangent to the Mohr-Circle. 
The failure envelope can be used to determine the Cohesion Strength from the y-
intercept, friction angle (3.9), and Uniaxial Compressive Strength (3.10) of the rock as 
defined by the equations below (Tutuncu, 2014): 
                                                    𝜑 = 𝑡𝑎𝑛!! !!!!
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                                                  (3.9) 
                                                     𝑈𝐶𝑆 = 2𝐶!
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                                              (3.10) 
All of these properties can be defined graphically in Figure 3.4 below. Young’s Modulus, 
Poisson’s Ratio, Cohesion Strength, and the friction angle were all defined as porosity 





heterogeneity and anisotropy within the formation, core data was used to define both 
the horizontal and vertical properties. 
 
Figure 3.4: Depiction of Mohr-Circle and failure envelope with friction angle and 
cohesion strength properties. 
 
3.2.2 Effect of Anisotropy 
As exhibited by the vertical anisotropy present in the Eagle Ford shale due to the 
laminated and platy nature of clay materials, the anisotropic behavior of shales must be 
taken into account when considering the geomechanical characteristics for hydraulic 
fracture design.  Typically if the laminations are horizontal, the formation is defined as 
transverse isotropic with a vertical axis of symmetry (TIV) (Figure 3.5), which will affect 
the sonic velocities and subsequently the elastic moduli.  By converting the dynamic 
elastic moduli to static values, Equation 3.11 can be used to estimate the minimum 
horizontal stress in a TIV formation. 
                      𝜎! =
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! 𝜀!!"#       (3.11)              
In Equation 3.11, ℎ and 𝑣 denote the horizontal and vertical directions of Young’s 
Modulus   𝐸  and Poisson’s Ratio 𝜈 , 𝑝! is defined as the pore pressure gradient 





anisotropy allows for a more accurate prediction of the minimum horizontal stress and 
subsequently, fracture geometry. Anisotropy was also accounted for in the modeled 
formation using a permeability multiplier in the horizontal direction since the horizontal 
permeability is much greater than the vertical permeability in the Eagle Ford.  
 
Figure 3.5: Example of TIV formation with horizontal laminations (Waters et al., 2011). 
 
3.3 Fluid Flow 
According to Raghavan et al. (1994) the purpose of fracturing horizontal wells is 
to create a system such that the long-term performance of the horizontal well is 
equivalent to that of a fractured well with infinite conductivity and fracture length equal to 
the distance between the two outermost fractures. Dimensionless fracture conductivity 
can be defined by the following equation: 
                     𝐹!" =
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!!!
                                                     (3.12) 
where 𝑘! represents the fracture permeability (mD), 𝑤! is the fracture width (ft), 𝑥! is the 
fracture half-length (ft), and 𝑘 is the formation permeability (mD). In general, 𝐹!" values 
greater than 300 can be considered infinite (Cipolla et al., 2008).  
In the CMG model, the natural fracture permeability 𝑘!  for the dual-permeability 
environment was defined using Equation 3.13 below to represent the flow from one 
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where,     𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟  𝑜𝑓  𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑠 =    !"#$  !"#$!
!"#$%&"'  !"#$%&'
                       (3.14) 
which reduces Equation 3.13 to:  
                                                  𝑘! =
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                                     (3.15) 
The natural fracture conductivity was assumed to be 0.001 md-ft following work by 
Alkouh et al. (2012), Rubin (2010), and Erdle (2013). The fracture spacing was defined 
at 50 ft. and the grid width was defined as 2,000 ft. 
3.3.1 Non-Darcy Flow 
In a shale reservoir under multi-phase conditions, the following flow regimes may 
be present, Darcy flow, non-Darcy flow in the fractures, and diffusion in the matrix block. 
Non-Darcy flow in fractures can impact the estimated fracture conductivity and fracture 
length as discovered by Alvarez et al. (2002). Traditional pressure transient analysis 
that neglects non-Darcy flow effects will calculate shorter fracture lengths and lower 
fracture conductivities than the true values. In hydraulically fractured gas wells, large 
gas flow rates create high velocities resulting in a large pressure drop dominated by 
non-Darcy flow. The degree to which non-Darcy flow affects the pressure drop depends 
on the flow rate. The resulting pressure distribution in the fracture affects the pressure 
distribution in the entire reservoir; however non-Darcy flow effects are much more 
significant inside the fracture than in the reservoir. Guppy et al. (1982) found that non-
Darcy flow can directly affect the flux distribution along the fracture resulting in a 
miscalculation of the fracture conductivity and half-length. These incorrect estimates 
can result in an overestimation of future gas production volumes and most likely lead to 
incorrect assumptions concerning how to improve fracture treatments in future wells 
(Alvarez et al., 2002).  
However, non-Darcy flow does not only apply to gas reservoirs, but influences oil 





conductivity results in conductivities always less than the true or laminar Darcy flow 
conductivity. This can lead to a reduction of 10-35% in well performance for high rate oil 
wells (Smith et al., 2004). Apparent conductivity can be calculated using the definitions 
of dimensionless fracture conductivity (3.12) and the ratio of non-Darcy drag forces on 
the flow in the fracture to the Darcy drag forces as given in oil field units below:                                                                         
                                                                                                          𝑄! =
!.!"#!!"!!"!!!"#
!!!!!
                                            (3.16) 
where 𝑘! is fracture permeability (mD), 𝛽 is the non-Darcy factor (ft-1), 𝜌 is the fluid 
density (lbm/ft3), 𝑞 is the total flow rate (bbl/day), 𝑤! is the fracture width (ft), ℎ! is the 
fracture height (ft), and 𝜇 is the fluid viscosity (cp) (Smith et al., 2004). Then combining 
(3.12) and (3.16), the relationship for apparent conductivity can be defined as below 
(Smith et al., 2004): 
                                             𝐹!" !"" =
!!"
!!!.!!!!
                (3.17) 
The non-Darcy Beta factor in the Forchheimer number was multiplied against a 
permeability correction factor to account for the non-Darcy flow in the CMG model 
(Rubin, 2010). The Evans and Civan correlation (3.18) was used to estimate the non-
Darcy Beta Factor (ft-1) which was then applied with the permeability correction factor 
(mD) (3.19): 
                                                     𝛽 = !.!"#!!"
!
!!.!"#
                 (3.18) 




                   (3.19) 
where the effective fracture permeability is found by the ratio of the model fracture width 
to the actual fracture width:   
   𝑘!,!"" =
!!!!
!!""
                                   (3.20)  









                                                       (3.21) 
where 𝜌 is the fluid density (g/cm3), 𝑣 is the fluid velocity (cm/s), and 𝜇 is the fluid 
viscosity (Pa-s). The effective fracture permeability is necessary to meet the conditions 
specified by Mayerhofer et al. (2006) that fractures be modeled explicitly at true width, 
0.001 ft., when accounting for non-Darcy flow. Since fractures have widths in the 
magnitude of millimeters with very high intrinsic permeabilities, very fine gridding would 
be needed. Therefore, to reduce the required number of grid blocks and runtime, the 
fracture was pseudo-sized to a width of two feet and the hydraulic fracture permeability 
was replaced with an effective permeability.  
The incorporation of non-Darcy flow into the model must follow the Forchheimer 
Equation rather than the Darcy equation as the continuum hypothesis is negated by the 
slip conditions present at the boundaries. The continuum hypothesis states that the fluid 
properties in addition to velocity, such as density, pressure, and temperature, can be 
defined at every point in any arbitrary infinitesimally small control volume. The fluid 
properties are assumed to change continuously from one point to another even though 
the fluid is composed of discrete molecules. However in a slip-flow regime, non-linear 
flow prevails and the collision of the molecules with the conduit wall is more frequent 
than the collision among the molecules (Tutuncu and Ozkan, 2014).  
3.3.2 Fracture Compaction 
Fracture compaction was modeled using a pressure-dependent permeability 
correlation to account for the closure stress applied to weak unpropped secondary 
fractures and propped hydraulic fractures as a result of pressure depletion. The 
correlation used in this study was developed by Raghavan and Chin (2002) and is 
illustrated below: 
                                                𝑘! = 𝑘!"𝑒!!"!∆!                                                  (3.22) 
where 𝑘!" is the initial permeability of the fracture (mD), 𝑑!! is a characteristic rock 





data was available for the Eagle Ford well pad used in this study, assumptions related 
to the reduction in fracture conductivity due to decreasing pressure and increasing 
stress were made following Rubin (2010). The compaction tables defined within CMG 
assume that the unpropped natural fractures will close significantly to about 5% of initial 
conductivity but the proppant within the hydraulic fractures will limit closure to 
approximately 20% of original conductivity. The tables follow the gradual decline in 
reservoir pressure starting with the initial pressure of 5,375 psi representing no fracture 
closure at this point.  
3.3.3 Multiphase Components 
The location of the Eagle Ford Well pad used in this model is within the oil 
window of the reservoir and as follows black oil properties were defined within the 
multiphase fluid composition. Gas and oil components were sourced from available 
mudlogs and missing data points were filled in with synthetic Eagle Ford  black oil 
properties (Orangi et al., 2011) matching with the provided oil gravity (41 °API) and gas-
oil ratio (1,000 scf/stb) data. The Peng-Robinson Equation of State was used to predict 
the phase equilibrium compositions of the oil and gas phases as defined by: 
                           𝑝 + !!
!! !!!! !! !!!!
𝑉! − 𝑐 = 𝑅𝑇                           (3.23) 
where,                                            𝑐 = 0.07780 !!!
!!
                                                (3.24) 
                                                      𝑎! = 0.45724
!!!!!
!!
                                            (3.25) 
                                                              𝑎! = 𝑎!𝜂                                                    (3.26) 
                                              𝜂!/! = 1 +𝑚 1 − 𝑇!
!/!                                          (3.27) 
and,                   𝑚 = 0.37464 + 1.54226𝜔 − 0.26992𝜔!                             (3.28) 
 In the above equations, 𝑎! is a temperature-dependent coefficient, 𝑎! is the value 





has a value of 1.0 at the critical temperature,   𝑉! is the molar volume (lb-mole), 𝑅 is the 
universal gas constant (psia ft3/lb mole °R), 𝑇! is the reduced temperature (°R), and 𝜔 is 
the acentric factor (McCain, 1990). 
The pressure and temperature two-phase envelope for the modeled gas and oil 
properties is shown below in Figure 3.6 with a saturation pressure of approximately 
3,500 psi. The weight percent of each component for the oil and gas composition is 
presented in Table 3.1 where the heptane plus fractions were lumped together into 
three pseudo-components. Additionally, the critical temperature and pressure 
distributions for the oil composition are given in Figure 3.7. 
 
Figure 3.6: Oil and gas two-phase envelope for the modeled fluid properties as 
calculated by the Peng-Robinson Equation of State. 
Table 3.1: Weight percent of oil and gas compositions, pseudo-components are a result 
of heptane plus fractions lumping 
Component Oil Composition (%) Gas Composition (%) 
N2 0.0033 1.00E-03 
CO2 0.0294 0.790 





C2H6 0.0872 0.090 
C3H8 0.0592 0.044 
IC4 0.0134 2.00E-04 
NC4 0.0280 5.00E-04 
IC5 0.0121 4.00E-05 
NC5 0.0145 4.00E-05 
Pseudo-component 1 0.1909 9.00E-05 
Pseudo-component 2 0.1025 2.00E-04 
Pseudo-component 3 0.0400 0.000 
Total 1.0000 1.000 
 
 
Figure 3.7: Critical pressure and temperature distributions for the oil composition. 
	  
3.3.4 Initial Saturations 
Initial oil, gas, and water saturations were not provided within the Eagle Ford 
dataset, accordingly published literature values were used from wells in nearby counties 
(Agboada and Ahmadi, 2013). Organic rich shales deposited in swamps, lakes, and 
marine environments are generally considered to exhibit mainly water-wet 
characteristics. But the wettability can convert to strongly oil-wet and weakly water-wet 
as a result of the mineralogy and organic content. For this study, water was assumed to 





represented by Table 3.2 in which the first entry in each table represents the connate 
saturation value. The total liquid saturation is defined as the oil saturation plus the 
connate water saturation for a water-wet case. The curves generated from these values 
are given in Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9. 
 
Table 3.2: Water and total liquid saturation and relative permeability values used to 










to Oil,       
krow 
Total Liquid 








to Oil,        
krog 
0.3000 0.0000 0.3500 0.6000 0.4000 0.0000 
0.3250 0.0000 0.3159 0.6219 0.3516 0.0014 
0.3500 0.0000 0.2835 0.6438 0.3063 0.0055 
0.3781 0.0023 0.2492 0.6656 0.2641 0.0123 
0.4063 0.0094 0.2171 0.6875 0.2250 0.0219 
0.4344 0.0211 0.1872 0.7094 0.1891 0.0342 
0.4625 0.0375 0.1595 0.7313 0.1563 0.0492 
0.4906 0.0586 0.1340 0.7531 0.1266 0.0670 
0.5188 0.0844 0.1107 0.7750 0.1000 0.0875 
0.5469 0.1148 0.0897 0.7969 0.0766 0.1107 
0.5750 0.1500 0.0709 0.8188 0.0563 0.1367 
0.6031 0.1898 0.0543 0.8406 0.0391 0.1654 
0.6313 0.2344 0.0399 0.8625 0.0250 0.1969 
0.6594 0.2836 0.0277 0.8844 0.0141 0.2311 
0.6875 0.3375 0.0177 0.9063 0.0063 0.2680 
0.7156 0.3961 0.0100 0.9281 0.0016 0.3076 
0.7438 0.4594 0.0044 0.9500 0.0000 0.3500 
0.7719 0.5273 0.0011    






Figure 3.8: Relative permeability as a function of water saturation used in the modeling 
study. 
 






 From these curves, the three-phase relative permeability to oil was calculated 
using Stone’s Second Model as modified by Aziz and Settari (1979).  In this model, the 
oil relative permeability was calculated as follows: 




+ 𝑘𝑟𝑔 − 𝑘𝑟𝑤 − 𝑘𝑟𝑔         (3.29) 
where 𝑘𝑟𝑤 and 𝑘𝑟𝑔 are functions of 𝑆𝑤 and  𝑆𝑔, respectively, and 𝑘𝑟𝑜𝑤 and 𝑘𝑟𝑜𝑔 are 
read from the water-oil and gas-liquid relative permeability tables, respectively (GEM, 
2012). This will produce the following three-phase saturation curve (Figure 3.10): 
 
Figure 3.10: Three-phase saturation curve as calculated using Stone's Second Model. 
 
3.4 Iterative Coupled Model 
In the GEM simulator, the geomechanics and fluid flow calculations are coupled 
through the pressure and porosity functions using the iterative (two-way) coupling 
method. Initially, the fluid flow calculation updates the pressures over a time interval and 
sends those pressures to the geomechanics model which updates the formation 
deformation in response to the new pressures. Finally, to complete the loop the 
geomechanics module sends the new deformation back to the fluid flow calculations for 






Figure 3.11: Flow chart illustration of coupled calculations between fluid flow and 
geomechanics modules in the simulator (Du and Wong, 2005). 
 
Since a porosity coupling model was used, the porosity was calculated in the fluid 
flow model as a function of pressure in a way such that pore volume, or mass, is 
conserved between time steps. Thus, the geomechanical deformation response is 
expressed in the fluid flow calculation through changing parameters in the porosity 
function. The deformation response is accounted for in each block since each grid block 
has its own set of porosity function parameters, where porosity is a function of pressure, 
temperature, and total mean stress as defined by Equations 3.30 - 3.35: 
                 ϕ!!! = 𝜙! + 𝑐! + 𝑐!𝑎! 𝑝 − 𝑝! + 𝑐! + 𝑐!𝑎! 𝑇 − 𝑇!           (3.30) 
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𝛼𝑐!                                       (3.34) 





𝛽                                         (3.35) 
where 𝑝  is pressure (psi), 𝑇 is temperature (°F), 𝑉!"#$ is pore volume (ft3), 𝑐! is the bulk 
compressibility (psi-1), 𝑉! is the bulk volume (ft3), 𝛼 is Biot’s Coeffiicent, 𝛾 is the 
volumetric thermal expansion coefficient of the formaion (1/°F), and 𝜎! is the mean total 
stress (psi).  
3.4.1 Barton Bandis Model 
The Barton Bandis Model was used to specify the relationship between fracture 
opening and the permeability of the fracture system. In the modeled dual permeability 
gird, the secondary fracture grid was used to represent the natural fractures within the 
formation and was coupled with the porous rock matrix on a one-to-one basis such that 
the stresses were specified at each individual grid block. Thus, as the pressure 
increases in the formation, the normal stresses on the fracture increase to a point until 
which the stress eventually breaks past the failure envelope on the rock causing the 
fracture to propagate. As the fracture propagates, the fluid is allowed to flow through the 
fracture system in addition to the underlying matrix system.  
The geomechanics calculations were only coupled to the matrix blocks however, 
the Barton Bandis Model allowed for the calculation of the fracture block permeability 
from the normal fracture effective stress. The fracture closure permeability 𝑘𝑟𝑐𝑓  is 
calculated by the following equation: 










                                                              𝑒 = 𝑒! − 𝑉!                                               (3.37) 
                                                         𝑉! =
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In Equations 3.36 - 3.39, 𝑒 is defined as the current fracture aperture (ft), 𝑒! is the initial 
fracture aperture (ft), 𝑉! is the stress to fracture stiffness ratio (ft), 𝜎!!  is the normal 
fracture effective stress (psi) which is equivalent to the minimum principal effective 
stress, 𝑘𝑛𝑖 is the fracture stiffness (psi/ft), 𝑉! is the minimum fracture aperture 
correlated to closure permeability (ft), 𝑘𝑐𝑐𝑓 is the fracture permeability at zero stress 
(mD), and 𝑘𝑟𝑐𝑓 is the fracture closure permeability (mD) (Padmakar, 2013). In graphical 
form, the Barton Bandis Model is represented by Figure 3.12. 
 





 Path AB represents the initial case where 𝜎!!  is greater than the opening fracture 
stress 𝑓𝑟𝑠  and thus the initial fracture permeability is very small and the behavior is 
considered irreversible. Path BC represents the case when 𝜎!!  is less than 𝑓𝑟𝑠 causing 
the fracture to open suddenly and subsequently the fracture permeability increases from 
the initial value to the hydraulic fracture permeability   𝑘ℎ𝑓 . As long as 𝜎!!  is less than 
zero, the fracture permeability remains at 𝑘ℎ𝑓 as represented by Path DCE. But, if 𝜎!!   
becomes greater than zero, the fracture permeability decreases from 𝑘ℎ𝑓 to  𝑘𝑐𝑐𝑓 (Path 
EF) and then follows the Barton Bandis model curve (Path FG). Path FG has an 
asymptotic value at 𝑘𝑟𝑐𝑓 as illustrated by the green dotted line in the above figure 
(GEM, 2012). 
3.5 Hydraulic Fracturing Techniques 
For comparison with Almulhim’s gas shale CMG model, the same hydraulic 
fracture patterns were considered including the Zipper, Texas Two-Step, and Modified 
Zipper Patterns. A discussion of the methodology behind each pattern is presented 
below including the anticipated fracture complexity generated from each hydraulic 
fracturing operation. 
3.5.1 Zipper Fracturing Pattern 
The Zipper Fracturing method (Figure 3.13) is designed to enhance far-field 
complexity by activating the stress-relief fractures in the region between the two 
previous fractures. The second fracture creates a degree of interference between the 
first two fractures and the third fracture alters the planes of weakness to create 
secondary fractures that connect the main hydraulic fracture with pre-existing natural 
fractures. The middle fracture experiences the largest amount of stresses induced by 
the open and propped side fractures and as a result may not propagate as long as other 
fractures (Rafiee et al., 2012a). There is however an increased risk of well 
communication, as opposite fractures may grow very close and change direction. When 
two fractures are simultaneously created from parallel wellbores, the stress shadow will 
not extend horizontally beyond the tip of the hydraulic fracture and the two fractures will 
not “see” each other until the tip regions are very close which can increase the risk of a 






Figure 3.13: Fracture placement in Zipper Frac design (Rafiee et al., 2012a). 
 
3.5.2 Texas Two-Step Pattern 
In addition to the simultaneous fracturing of multiple laterals, alternate fracturing 
methods such as the Texas Two-Step Method (Figure 3.14) can also be used to 
minimize fracture spacing within a single lateral. The Texas Two-Step Pattern is 
classified as a stress diversion method as it takes advantage of the altered stress in the 
rock to connect the stress-relief fractures from previously propagated fractures, 
generating near wellbore complexity. In this operation, the sequence of fracturing 
stages for a single horizontal well is altered. Instead of consecutive stages, beginning at 
the toe, the first interval is stimulated, and then moving toward the heel, a second 
interval is stimulated so that a region of stress interference is created between the two 
stages. Next, instead of continuing toward the heel, the third fracture is initiated 
between the two previously fractured intervals (Soliman et al., 2010).  
If the induced stress field alters the magnitude of the anisotropy sufficiently to 
allow natural fractures to open during the placement of the third transverse fracture, the 
highly desirable complex fracture network would result during fracture three, leading to 
reservoir conductivity based on a fracture swarm rather than just a single planar 
fracture. If reversal of stress anisotropy is achieved during fracture two, a longitudinal 





It is crucial to design the fracture spacing so that the proper degree of interference is 
created without the concern of creating so much induced stress that the third fracture is 
restricted (Soliman et al., 2010). The Texas Two-Step Method allows for the creation of 
complex fracture networks in reservoirs with high in-situ stress anisotropy without the 
need for drilling additional wellbores. It causes a significant change in shear stress near 
the tips of the fractures and exposes more of the reservoir to a change in stress (Rafiee 
et al., 2012a). However compared to the Zipper Pattern, The Texas Two-Step Method is 
more difficult operationally to perform since it requires a special downhole tool and to 
date, it has yet to be field tested. 
 
Figure 3.14: Texas Two-Step fracture operation (Soliman et al., 2010). 
 
3.5.3 Modified Zipper Fracture Pattern 
In 2012, Rafiee et al. introduced a Modified Zipper Fracture Pattern (Figure 3.15) 
to further improve simultaneous fracturing. The Modified Zipper Frac aims to enhance 
both near and far field complexity in naturally fractured reservoirs without the risk of 
creating longitudinal fractures. Fractures are placed along the wellbore in a staggered 
pattern to take advantage of the presence of a middle fracture for each two consecutive 
fractures, combining both the alternate and simultaneous fracturing techniques. 





somewhat limits the fracture geometry of the middle fracture in the area between 
wellbores; the center fractures are symmetric while the edge fractures are asymmetric. 
Optimum spacing for this pattern is such that the maximum propagation of the middle 
fractures is reached in conjunction with the desired width. In comparison to the regular 
Zipper Pattern, the Modified Zipper Pattern provides more fracture conductivity and has 
a much lower risk of stress reversal and well communication.  
 














CHAPTER 4  
HISTORY MATCH AND PATTERN DEVELOPMENT 
 
For the hydraulic fracture design optimization process, the three patterns 
discussed above in Section 3.5 were constructed into CMG in separate cases. The first 
case generated was the Zipper Pattern in order to validate the reservoir simulation 
values against the actual well pad data. Then, once the history match was complete and 
all reservoir variables were determined to be representative of the formation, the 
remaining two cases, the Texas Two-Step, and the Modified Zipper were created.  
4.1 History Match Results 
The initial simulation case within CMG was performed using the first fracture 
pattern, the Zipper design with two parallel horizontal wells. The grid was generated as 
described above in Section 3.1 using the Logarithmically Spaced, Locally Refined, Dual-
Permeability (LS-LR-DK) reservoir model sized at 40 x 50 x 3 grid blocks in the I, J, and 
K directions where K represents the “Z” direction of depth as seen in Figure 4.1 below.  
 
Figure 4.1: 3-D view of reservoir model grid definition. 
	  
 Both horizontal wells were assumed to be drilled parallel to the minimum 
horizontal stress direction with fractures propagating in the maximum horizontal stress 
direction. The reservoir and fluid input parameters are defined by Table 4.1 from the 
available well pad data and refined through the history match process. The final 








Table 4.1: CMG final reservoir and fluid properties as a result of history match process 
Parameter Value 
Reservoir Size (ft) 2000(i) x 2500(j) x 150(k) 
Number of Grid Blocks 40(i) x 50(j) x 3(k) 
Reservoir Block Width (ft) 50 
Fracture Grid Block Width (ft) 0.001 
Reservoir Thickness (ft) 150 
Initial Reservoir Pressure (psi) 5,375 
Initial Reservoir Temperature (°F) 262 
Hydraulic Fracture Permeability (mD) 50,000 
Horizontal Matrix Permeability (mD) 1.00E-04 
Vertical Matrix Permeability (mD) 1.00E-05 
Matrix Porosity (fraction) 0.100 
Natural Fracture Effective Permeability (mD) 2.00E-05 
Natural Fracture Porosity (fraction) 0.001 
Natural Fracture Spacing (ft) 50 
Initial Water Saturation (fraction) 0.300 
Rock Compressibility Matrix (psi-1) 1.00E-06 
Rock Compressibility Fracture (psi-1) 1.00E-06 
Dynamic Young's Modulus (psi) 4.68E+06 
Dynamic Poisson's Ratio (dimensionless) 0.262 
Cohesion Strength (psi) 1,126 
Angle of Internal Friction (deg) 30 
Biot Coefficient (dimensionless) 0.70 
 
The horizontal and vertical permeability values agree very closely with pulse-
decay relative permeability measurements performed on Eagle Ford oil window 
preserved cores in nearby LaSalle County (Mokhtari et al., 2013). The observed gas 
permeability in the presence of connate water and remaining oil was found to decline 
significantly under increasing values of confining pressure with the horizontal 
permeability values estimated to be almost four times the vertical permeability as shown 
in Figure 4.2. The large contrast between the horizontal and vertical permeability at the 





identified parallel to the bedding plane that would typically be closed at high stress 
states (Figure 4.3). Layering and laminations also contribute to enhanced horizontal 
permeability measurements. 
	  
Figure 4.2: Plot of horizontal (EF-H) and vertical (EF-V) permeability for an Eagle Ford 
shale core as a function of confining pressure, generated using results from Mokhtari et 
al. (2013). 
	  
Figure 4.3: X-ray computed tomography (CT) scan of a micro-fracture parallel to 





The natural fracture permeability was calculated using the fracture permeability 
equation (Equation 3.13, pg. 27) with an assumed value of 0.001 md-ft. fracture 
conductivity (Alkouh et al., 2012; Rubin, 2010; Erdle, 2013) and a grid width of 2,000 ft. 
to result in the effective natural permeability value of 2.0x10-5 mD. This effective 
permeability is defined within the model as the permeability of the fracture system with 
respect to the volume of the reservoir rock. The fracture permeability represents flow 
from a fracture block to another fracture block while the matrix permeability can 
represent matrix to matrix flow and matrix to fracture flow. In the Eagle Ford shale, there 
is evidence to suggest that the parallel to bedding natural fractures are calcite-filled and 
as such are impermeable to flow until they are reactivated through the hydraulic 
fracturing process (Landry et al., 2014). Therefore, this low fracture permeability 
represents the unstimulated natural fractures outside of the SRV that remain closed due 
to the initial stress state in the formation. However in regard to the natural fractures 
within the SRV, as the normal stresses on the natural fractures increase following the 
hydraulic fracturing operations, the rock eventually reaches the failure point activating 
the natural fractures and allowing them to propagate and conduct fluid following the 
Barton Bandis Model. 
The same Eagle Ford core samples mentioned above were also used in a 
geomechanical characterization study that utilized triaxial tests to estimate the vertical 
dynamic Young’s Modulus and Poisson’s Ratio values. The tests resulted in a range of 
4.32 to 4.52 Mpsi and 0.23 to 0.34 for Young’s Modulus and Poisson’s Ratio, 
respectively. Horizontal and vertical Biot Coefficients were also found to range from 
0.71 to 0.94 (Mokhtari et al., 2014).  
Core and shale logs from another county (DeWitt County) in the Eagle Ford also 
correspond to the history match data showing an average reservoir permeability of 
4.3x10-5 mD and porosity ranging from 9 to 12% (Mendoza et al., 2011). Finally, the 
history matched values can be compared to an Eagle Ford oil window study previously 
performed in CMG (Erdle, 2013) with similar reservoir and fluid properties to the well 





solution gas-oil-ratio (GOR), and oil gravity for the black oil used in this current study 
are 3,500 psi, 1,000 scf/stb, and 41 °API, respectively.  
Table 4.2: Fluid and reservoir property definition for Eagle Ford oil window CMG study 
(Adapted from Erdle, 2013) 
Parameter Value 
Depth at Top of Reservoir (ft) 10,800 
Reservoir Thickness (ft) 150 
Initial Reservoir Pressure (psi) 8,100 
Initial Reservoir Temperature (°F) 270 
Oil Bubble Point Pressure (psi) 3,010 
Oil Gravity (API) 43 
Initial Solution GOR (scf/stb) 950 
Matrix Porosity (fraction) 0.066 
Matrix Permeability (mD) 0.00052 
Natural Fracture Effective Porosity (fraction) 0.0006 
Natural Fracture Effective Permeability (nD) 40 
Initial Water Saturation (fraction) 0.264 
Hydraulic Fracture Permeability (mD) 23,330 
 
The history match comparison between the model simulation results and the field 
production data for the two years of available historical production reports is given in 
Figure 4.4 showing excellent agreement between the actual and modeled oil rates. As 
mentioned in the data limitations section, the field production data required 
normalization before including the rates in the history match. To account for modeling 
only two wells in the pad, the comingled values needed to be split into production 
contributions per well. However, the only available information pertaining to the relative 
production rates between the wells in the pad stated that there was one well (Well 1H) 
which produced more than the others. Therefore, instead of all three wells producing at 
33% of the comingled values, it was assumed that Well 1H produced 40% of the total 
well pad production with Well 2H and 3H each producing 30%. Next, the production 
rates were normalized per fracture stage since only three stages were modeled out of 
the original fourteen. To increase the accuracy of this normalization, completion profiler 





production contribution per stage and since Stages 9, 10, and 11 were incorporated into 
the model, those production log results were used (Table 4.3). 
 
Figure 4.4: History match between the daily and cumulative oil rates for the modeled 
and actual production data for Well 1H normalized for three stages. 
	  
Table 4.3: Percent of oil contribution per stage for Well 1H and 2H used for production 
normalization (Adapted from UNGI CIMMM Company Sponsor, 2013) 
 
Oil Production Contribution Per Fracture Stage 
Well 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1H 20% 18% 8% 5% 8% 5% 5% 
2H 4% 5% 11% 6% 8% 5% 6% 
        
Well 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
1H 5% 11% 3% 3% 4% 5% 0% 





             The history matches obtained for the gas (Figure 4.5) and water (Figure 4.6) 
production rates were not as perfect as the oil rate match, but the model still showed 
very close agreement. The modeled gas rates closely match the initial high peak as well 
as the later decline in production. In terms of the water production, the CMG modeled 
rates appear as if they do not begin until January of 2013, approximately 3 months after 
the completion date of September 2012; however the maximum water rate during this 
initial period is only 6.5 bbl/day therefore the margin of error is still very small. 
Furthermore, the permeability of the unstimulated natural fractures in the Eagle Ford is 
very low providing minimal flow to the wellbore prior to the hydraulic fracture operations. 
Therefore, the early water flow in the historical field data could be a product of the 
injected water during the stimulation treatment and not native water flow to the wellbore. 
Since the model is initiated after the hydraulic fracturing operations and does not 
include the large quantities of fluid injected into the formation, the modeled water 
production remains very low.  
 






Figure 4.6: History match results for the Well 1H daily water rates. 
	  
	   Since the actual production distributions between the wells in the pad were not 
known for certain, sensitivity cases were built to determine if the well normalization 
assumption had any impact on the final results. In addition to the 40-30-30% 
assumption (Figure 4.7), three other test cases were built using varying distribution 
percentages. With Well 1H always producing more than Well 2H, the other cases 
included a 50-25-25% split (Figure 4.8), a 60-20-20% split (Figure 4.9), and finally an 
80-10-10% split (Figure 4.10) between all three wells on the pad. To judge the impact of 
these production distributions on the model outputs, both pressure and effective stress 
plots were monitored after two years of production (Figures 4.11 – 4.13, pg. 53 - 54). 
Comparing the test cases to the base case, it can be observed that there are only small 
variances in the amount of pressure depletion as a result of the difference in production 
rates in the latter cases as Well 1H is producing significantly more than Well 2H. 
Suitably, the production distribution assumption used in this study can be validated for 






Figure 4.7: Monthly oil rates for Well 1H and Well 2H in the 40-30-30% production 
distribution assumption base case. 
	  
Figure 4.8: Monthly oil rates for Well 1H and Well 2H in the 50-25-25% production 






Figure 4.9: Monthly oil rates for Well 1H and Well 2H in the 60-20-20% production 
distribution Test Case 2. 
	  
Figure 4.10: Monthly oil rates for Well 1H and Well 2H in the 80-10-10% production 






Figure 4.11: Pressure (a) and effective stress (b) plots for the 40-30-30% production 
distribution base case used in the history match process after 2 years of production. 
	  
Figure 4.12: Pressure (a) and effective stress (b) plots for the 50-25-25% production 






Figure 4.13:	   Pressure (a) and effective stress (b) plots for the 60-20-20% production 
distribution Test Case 2 after 2 years of production.  
	  
Figure 4.14:	   Pressure (a) and effective stress (b) plots for the 80-10-10% production 





4.2 Case 1: Zipper Pattern 
In the base case for the history match, the wells were spaced 1,200 ft. apart and 
the fractures were spaced 350 ft. apart (Figure 4.15). The SRV was assumed to extend 
only to the tips of the fractures defined by 550-ft half-lengths since little fluid is produced 
outside the extent of the fractures in ultra-low permeability reservoirs. In this simulation, 
the SRV represents the enhanced conductivity area generated by the activation of in-
situ natural fractures as a result of the hydraulic fracturing operations. For the actual 
Eagle Ford well pad, the wells are spaced much closer together, approximately 500-ft. 
apart, with a large amount of fracture stage overlap between opposing laterals. 
However in CMG, the fracture stages cannot overlap so instead the fracture half-length 
was kept true to size based on the fracture reports and the wells were spaced 
accordingly.  
                                           
Figure 4.15: 2-D aerial view of reservoir sector showing two horizontal wells in the 
Zipper Pattern with three fractures per well, pink highlighted grid blocks represent SRV 





Then to increase the representation of the model, the Eagle Ford microseismic 
event data was incorporated into CMG to more accurately define the fracture 
geometries and SRV extent. The events were filtered to choose only three stages per 
well. Stages 9, 10, and 11 were chosen, because they yielded the most confident 
events and the most confident E-W fracture azimuth following the typical Eagle Ford 
maximum horizontal stress direction (Figure 4.16).  
 
Figure 4.16: Primary fracture azimuth defined by Stage 9, 10, and 11 microseismic 
events for Well 1H (Adapted from UNGI CIMMM Company Sponsor, 2013). 
 
The filtered three stages for Well 1H and 2H are pictured separately in Figure 4.17. 
From these microseismic events, the refined Zipper well case was built based on the 
new unique fracture half-lengths defined by the event clouds (Figure 4.18). In Figure 
4.18, the microseismic events appear to cluster in the region between the two wells as a 
result of the very close well spacing in the field that caused a great amount of fracture 
overlap. However, the modeled wells are spaced farther apart to eliminate any fracture 
overlap. In Well 1H, the middle fracture was determined to be the shortest with the 
farthest right stage interpreted to be the longest. On the contrary, in Well 2H, the middle 
fracture was interpreted to be the longest. The final fracture reports for Well 1H and 2H 





respectively for all 14 stages. If these values were normalized to include only 3 fracture 
stages, the values would equal 167.8 million ft3 and 182.6 million ft3. In comparison to 
the modeled SRV extents, CMG estimates 162 million ft3 and 172 million ft3 for Well 1H 
and 2H showing very close agreement with the field data. 
 
Figure 4.17: Filtered microseismic event Stages 9, 10, and 11 for Well 1H (a) and Well 
2H (b). 
 
Figure 4.18: Refined Zipper well case with fracture half-lengths and SRV adjusted to 





Although, it is important to note that the longer half-lengths don’t necessarily 
correspond to the fracture stage with the highest production contribution. For example, 
Stage 11 in Well 1H has very low production contribution at 3% but has far extending 
microseismic events and a longer half-length than the other stages. This could be a 
result of the large amount of communication that was observed between the laterals 
during the proppant tracer study as seen in Figure 4.19.  From this figure, it appears 
that the high oil contribution from the first five stages in Well 1H could be a result of the 
communication observed from Well 2H.  Well 1H also communicates heavily with Well 
2H which could affect the individual stage contributions as seen by the percentage of 
proppant tracers detected in the latter stages.  
	  
Figure 4.19: Inter-well communication derived the results of the chemical proppant 





4.3 Case 2: Texas Two-Step 
After the Zipper Pattern model was refined to match the Eagle Ford data, the 
next case, the Texas Two-Step was built as illustrated in Figure 4.20. The middle 
fracture has a reduced half-length compared to the outer fractures since it is introduced 
at a later time in the stress alteration region created by the previously propagated 
outside fractures. With this sequence of fracture stages, it is anticipated that this pattern 
will generate more near-wellbore complexity than the Zipper Pattern design thereby 
producing more hydrocarbons.  
 
Figure 4.20: Texas Two-Step single lateral case. 
	  
4.4 Case 3: Modified Zipper 
Finally, the third case was generated, the Modified Zipper (Figure 4.21) and since 
the fracture stages are not directly opposing each other, the laterals were placed much 





allows the individual SRV extents for each lateral to overlap, generating both near and 
far-field complexity within the reservoir. Each fracture stage for the second horizontal 
well propagates into the stress alteration region created by the two previously 
propagated fractures from the first horizontal well. The anticipated fracture complexity in 
both the near and far-field areas from the Modified Zipper Pattern is expected to 
enhance production as well.  
 
Figure 4.21: Modified Zipper two well case, laterals were placed closer together due to 






CHAPTER 5 	  
PATTERN COMPARISONS 
	   	  
With the history match finalized, all three patterns were simulated for twenty 
years to evaluate the cumulative production rates between the patterns. These twenty-
year rates were also used in a decline curve analysis and geomechanical comparison 
amid the patterns.  
5.1 Production Comparison  
The three models were simulated for twenty years with all reservoir fluid 
properties defined identically. The only well constraint used in the model to control the 
production rates was a minimum bottom-hole pressure of 200 psi. The cumulative rates 
for the Zipper, Texas Two-Step, and Modified Zipper Patterns are given below in 
Figures 5.1 – 5.3. 
 






Figure 5.2: Twenty-year cumulative rates for the Texas Two-Step Pattern. 
 





As shown in Figure 5.4 and Table 5.1, the Modified Zipper Pattern produces the 
most oil cumulatively followed closely by the Texas Two-Step Pattern which produces 
the most gas (Figure 5.5). The Modified Zipper Pattern benefits from the overlapping 
SRV regions between laterals allowing each horizontal well to receive production 
contribution from fracture stages in the opposing lateral in addition to the fracture stages 
actually connected to the wellbore. With the placement of fractures in the reduced 
stress anisotropy regions in the Modified Zipper and the Texas Two-Step Patterns, the 
importance of enhanced secondary complex fracture networks can be clearly seen with 
the 13% and 52% increase in oil production over the Zipper Pattern. The Zipper Pattern 
is designed to enhance far field complexity while the Texas Two-Step Pattern aims to 
enhance near wellbore complexity and the Modified Zipper Pattern is created to benefit 
from both. From the cumulative production comparisons, it can be concluded that the 
far-field complexity has less of an impact on the success of the well since the Zipper 
Pattern suffers from reduced productivity in the late years of the well lifetime. 
 
Figure 5.4: Comparison of cumulative oil rates for the 3 patterns after 20 years for just 1 






Figure 5.5: Comparison of cumulative gas rates for the three patterns after 20 years of 
production for 1 horizontal well with 3 fracture stages. 
	  
Table 5.1: Comparison of cumulative oil, gas, and water rates for one horizontal well in 




















Zipper 162 53,818 52,101 0% 0% 
Texas Two-Step 125 60,678 105,637 13% 103% 






The early production of three patterns is very similar as they share the same high 
initial peaks in both oil and gas production for the first few months after completion. 
However, the steep decline of the Zipper Pattern greatly affects its long-term 
performance. With the secondary complex fracture network initiated farther away from 
the Zipper wellbores, this contribution to production occurs too late to offset the early 
decline. Alternatively in the Texas Two-Step and Modified Zipper wells, the near 
wellbore secondary fracture networks contribute to production early on, easing the initial 
decline rate. In respect to oil production, the Texas Two-Step allows for much higher 
rates in the first ten years of the well lifetime but after this point, the production begins to 
decline and the Modified Zipper Pattern supersedes all patterns in oil production. 
Alternatively, in terms of gas production, the Texas Two-Step Pattern does not show a 
large decline after the ten year mark and sustains its gas production throughout the 
entire lifetime of the well. This production behavior affords the Texas Two-Step Pattern 
a 103% increase in gas production over the Zipper Pattern, quite a substantial amount. 
However, these wells are drilled in an oil shale where the primary goal for development 
is oil production in which the Modified Zipper Pattern yields a 52% increase in oil 
production over the Zipper Pattern and a 35% increase over the Texas Two-Step 
Pattern. 
5.2 Decline Curve Analysis 
In addition to the cumulative oil and gas rates, the three patterns can also be 
compared based on decline rates, including the time to reach the minimum decline rate. 
For this unconventional reservoir, a modified hyperbolic decline curve analysis was 
performed through non-linear regression. Through this method, the extrapolated oil 
production rate is given by Equation 5.1. In this conditional equation, the modified 
hyperbolic decline model switches from hyperbolic decline in the early life of the well to 
exponential decline in the later life of the well. The switch occurs when the minimum 
decline rate is reached in the production forecast and is used to better represent the 
transient behavior of multi-fractured horizontal wells in low permeability reservoirs 
where the initial flow rates are dominated by the fracture flow and matrix flow 
contribution occurs much later. A generally accepted value for the minimum decline rate 





               






  𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒  𝑖𝑓          𝑡 ≥ 𝑡∗                                      𝑞!! = 𝑞!∗𝑒!!!"# !!!
∗
                         (5.1) 
Above, 𝑞!! is the extrapolated oil production rate following the end of the historical 
production data (bbl/day), 𝑞! is the initial oil production rate (bbl/day), 𝑏 is the hyperbolic 
decline exponent, 𝐷! is the initial nominal decline rate (1/month), 𝑞!∗ is the oil production 
rate (bbl/day) at the time of minimum decline, 𝐷!"# is the minimum decline rate 
(1/month), 𝑡 is the production time (months), and 𝑡∗ is the time to reach the minimum 
decline rate (months) as calculated by Equation 5.2. 





                                                        (5.2) 
The oil production rate at this time is given by Equation 5.3. 





                                                       (5.3) 
To measure the decline curve that best fits the data, the 𝑅! regression coefficient was 
used as defined by: 
                                                          𝑅! = 1 − !!"
!!"
                                                    (5.4) 
where 𝑆!" is defined as the sum of square errors and 𝑆!" is the sum of the total average 
deviations (Towler, 2002). From these equations, the forecasted oil production for the 
Zipper Pattern for 20 years (240 months) is given by Figure 5.6 using the modified 
hyperbolic decline parameters in Table 5.2. To ensure the accuracy and representation 
of this method, the decline curve for the Zipper Pattern was also compared against the 
modeled outputs (Figure 5.7) showing a common decline curve between the CMG 






Figure 5.6: Decline curve analysis plot for the Zipper Pattern. The oil production rate is 
normalized to represent three fracture stages for Well 1H. 
	  
Table 5.2: Hyperbolic decline curve variables for the Zipper Pattern horizontal well 
Parameter Value 
Hyperbolic-Decline Exponent, b 1.213 
Initial Nominal Decline Rate, Di (1/month) 0.159 
Initial Oil Production Rate, qi (bbl/day) 60.16 
Average Oil Production Rate, q (bbl/day) 32.35 
Sum of Squared Errors, SSE 1487.83 
Sum of Total Squared Errors, SST 12027.67 
Regression Coefficient, R2 0.876 
Minimum Decline, Dmin (1/month) 0.0042 
Time to Reach Minimum Decline, t* (months) 192.64 







Figure 5.7: Comparison of CMG modeled oil production rates with decline curve for 
validation of the modified hyperbolic model calculations. 
	  
  The hyperbolic decline exponent calculated in this study (1.213) demonstrates 
the inability of conventional Arps decline curves to accurately characterize the behavior 
of unconventional reservoirs with ultra-low permeability. Arps decline curves are based 
on boundary dominated flow that result in a hyperbolic exponent between zero and one. 
However, the application of these decline curves to unconventional reservoirs results in 
an exponent greater than one, which can potentially overestimate reserves. Thus, the 
modified hyperbolic decline is able to more accurately capture the steep initial decline in 
the early life of the well which is dominated by linear flow from the hydraulic fractures, 
as well as the small production decline in the late life of the well due to the matrix 
dominated transient flow. For this study, the switch from hyperbolic to exponential 
decline behavior occurs just after ten years of production which largely impacts the oil 
production in the Texas Two-Step Pattern as observed earlier. The modified hyperbolic 
decline curves for the Texas Two-Step (Figure 5.8) and Modified Zipper (Figure 5.9) 
Patterns are given below in which the production rates were taken directly from the 






Figure 5.8: Decline curve analysis for the Texas Two-Step Pattern well. 
	  









Decline Rate, Di 
(%/month) 
Time to Reach 
Minimum Decline, 
t* (years) 
Production at Time 
of Minimum Decline, 
qt* (bbl/day) 
Zipper 15.9% 16.05 2.99 
Texas Two-
Step 3.65% 16.32 4.16 
Modified 




With the argument that different hydraulic fracture designs only accelerate 
production, the decline rate comparison between the three patterns can be a beneficial 
tool to evaluate the longevity of each design. For instance, Table 5.3 shows that the 
Texas Two-Step Pattern has a much smaller initial decline rate than the other two 
patterns and takes the longest to reach the minimum decline rate, while the Zipper 
Pattern has the highest initial decline rate affecting its long term performance. In the 
production comparison graphs, the Zipper Pattern has the highest initial peak followed 
next by the Texas Two-Step Pattern; however both patterns are outperformed in oil 
production by the Modified Zipper Pattern in the end.  
5.3 Geomechanical Results 
Through the incorporation of geomechanical analysis into hydraulic fracture 
design, the effectiveness of the operation can be increased through proper fracture 
placement within the laterals. An ideal fracture design will effectively use the fracture 
placement to reduce the stress anisotropy within the formation, generating complex 
secondary fractures networks and thereby increasing the flow area and overall 
productivity of the horizontal well. The comparison of the changes in maximum and 
minimum principal stresses for each pattern is given below in Figures 5.10 - 5.12. The 
locations of the horizontal wellbores are given by the black lines and all stress values 
are given in pounds per square inch. Within each fracture pattern, the minimum 
principal stress increased more than the maximum principal stress which consequently 






Figure 5.10: Plot of the minimum (a) and maximum (b) principal stresses for the Zipper 
Pattern wells.  
 
Figure 5.11: Plot of the minimum (a) and maximum (b) principal stresses for the Texas 







Figure 5.12: Plot of the minimum (a) and maximum (b) principal stress in the Modified 
Zipper Pattern wells. 
 
The location of the largest variations in the principal horizontal stresses can be 
used to illustrate the complexity areas generated by the different patterns. The Zipper 
Pattern aims to generate far field complexity which is clearly seen in Figure 5.10 as the 
highest values of stress are generated near the tips of the fractures as they propagate 
towards each other. The Texas Two-Step Pattern is designed to generate near wellbore 
complexity specifically in the area surrounding the middle fracture which can be seen by 
the larger area of warm colored blocks in this region in Figure 5.11. Finally, the Modified 
Zipper Pattern is intended to induce both near and far field complexity which is 
illustrated in Figure 5.12 by the concentrated high stress areas near the fractures as 
well as by the vast extent of the stress alteration region. 
Since the minimum principal stress in the Modified Zipper Pattern increased to 





reduced to the lowest point in the Modified Zipper Pattern, generating a larger complex 
fracture network. Additionally, it can be perceived that the Texas Two-Step and the 
Modified Zipper Patterns cause much larger stress alteration regions than the Zipper 
Pattern as anticipated. Plotting the stress anisotropy values over time, the changing 
stress behaviors in all three patterns can be compared quantitatively as well (Figure 
5.13). This plot confirms the previous assumption that the Modified Zipper Pattern 
produces the lowest stress anisotropy values followed next by the Zipper Pattern in the 
early production life of the well, especially in the time directly following the stimulation 
treatment. Furthermore, this comparison validates the production comparison results, 
demonstrating that the creation of complex secondary fracture networks does in fact 
have a positive impact on production.  
 
Figure 5.13: Comparison of the stress anisotropy values between each pattern as a 
result of production over time. 
	  
The three patterns can also be compared based on the Young’s Modulus and 





properties are highly stress dependent, their change over time is a strong function of the 
stress alteration regions created by each pattern as demonstrated in Figures 5.14 – 
5.16 with the locations of the geomechanical property variations coinciding exactly with 
the changes in principal horizontal stresses. As demonstrated above, the Modified 
Zipper Pattern exhibited the largest modification in geomechanical properties across the 
span of the reservoir. Each figure represents the Young’s Modulus (psi) and Poisson’s 
Ratio values at the end of the 20 year production time in 2032 where it can be assumed 
the wells have reached their abandonment rates. Compared to the initial rock 
properties, the Young’s Modulus values have increased by 0.602 Mpsi or 13% due to 
the reduction in formation porosity as a result of increasing effective stress and pressure 
decline with production over time.  
 







Figure 5.15: Young's Modulus (a) and Poisson’s Ratio (b) distribution within the Texas 
Two-Step Pattern well. 
	  
 
Figure 5.16: Young's Modulus (a) and Poisson’s Ratio (b) distribution for the Modified 





	   Finally, the argument for increased fracture complexity generation within these 
three patterns can be verified against published literature results from Soliman et al. 
(2010) who used a numerical simulation to show the pressure depletion distribution 
around a complex fracture in the Texas Two-Step Pattern for a shale gas reservoir after 
40 years of production (Figure 5.17). The pressure distribution produced from the 
Soliman et al. study is very similar to the pressure distributions produced by each 
pattern in this study as demonstrated by Figures 5.18 - 5.20. All figures show significant 
depletion in the immediate fracture area with slow growth of this region throughout the 
entire lifetime of the well suggesting effective conductivity between the primary and 
secondary fractures. However, in the Zipper Pattern pressure distribution (Figure 5.18) 
the region between the fractures does not exhibit much pressure depletion at all. This 
could suggest that the hydraulic fracture placement did not produce as much complexity 
as the other patterns or the activated natural fractures failed to remain open due to the 
present reservoir stress state. 
	  
Figure 5.17: Pressure distribution around a complex fracture in the Texas Two-Step 






Figure 5.18:	  Pressure distribution around the Zipper complex fracture network after 10 
(a) and 20 (b) years of production.	  
	  
Figure 5.19: Pressure distribution around the Texas Two-Step complex fracture network 






Figure 5.20: Pressure distribution around the Modified Zipper complex fracture network 














CHAPTER 6  
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 
 
 The sensitivity analysis was performed to determine the parameters with the 
most influence on production and was utilized for each hydraulic fracture pattern. The 
results from this study served as a further platform of comparison between the patterns 
as the design sensitive to easily controllable parameters, such as fracture spacing was 
deemed to be more ideal. The parameters included in this analysis were the following: 
hydraulic fracture spacing, half-length, permeability; matrix permeability; SRV 
permeability, and natural fracture density. The SRV permeability was used to represent 
the enhanced conductivity volume as a result of the secondary complex fractures 
activated during the stimulation treatment. It is assumed that the individual fractures link 
up to form a single connected fracture network with an effective permeability greater 
than the background matrix (Suliman et al., 2013; Rubin, 2010; Moncada et al., 2013). 
The natural fracture density was used in conjunction with the SRV permeability as an 
increase in the density of natural fractures would subsequently improve the SRV 
permeability. 
The numbers in parentheses in the following figures represent the feasible range 
of possible values for each parameter with all permeabilities measured in milli-Darcy 
and all distances measured in feet. The parameters are ordered in terms of the 
significance of their impact on production and the same range of values was used for all 
three patterns to eliminate variability in the comparisons. The Net Present Value (NPV) 
is evaluated after five years of production; the specific parameters used to calculate the 
NPV are discussed further in the next chapter.  
6.1 Zipper Pattern Results 
The results of the sensitivity analysis for the Zipper Pattern are given below in 
Figure 6.1 presenting the natural fracture spacing and matrix permeability as the most 
significant parameters in terms of oil and gas production as well as NPV. In the Zipper 
Pattern the fracture stages in both laterals directly oppose each other and as a result, 





half-length is the least significant contributing factor to the oil production. Although 
longer half-lengths contact more reservoir area and provide a greater conduit to the 
wellbore, this benefit may be overshadowed by the negative stress interference effects 
possible within the Zipper Pattern. The permeability of the SRV is another significant 
parameter affecting the oil and gas production in the Zipper Pattern as enhanced 
conductivity of this region will aid flow to the wellbore which coincides with an increase 
in the natural fracture density of the formation. 
 
Figure 6.1: Sensitivity analysis results for the Zipper Pattern. 
	  
6.2 Texas Two-Step Results 
The results of the sensitivity analysis for the Texas Two-Step Pattern are given 





as well as the hydraulic fracture permeability and the natural fracture density. However, 
the amount of significance these parameters have on the oil and gas production as well 
as the NPV varies greatly. The gas production is much more sensitive to the natural 
fracture spacing than the oil production which could be a result of how the gas and oil 
phases differ in respect to viscosity and compressibility.  The hydraulic fracture spacing 
and half-length are quite low on the significance rankings as the fracture spacing must 
be designed carefully to avoid creating high induced stress levels. The middle fracture is 
already facing a larger compressive stress and thus too much reduction in fracture 
spacing can cause negative stress interference effects that will greatly restrict the 
propagation of the middle fracture and outweigh any of the benefits created from the 
increase in the number of hydraulic fractures. 
 





6.3 Modified Zipper Results 
The results of the sensitivity analysis for the Modified Zipper Pattern are given 
below in Figure 6.3. Unlike the Texas Two-Step Pattern, this pattern is not the most 
sensitive to the matrix permeability; instead the natural fracture spacing has a much 
larger impact. This suggests that since the secondary complex fractures are supplying a 
large percentage of the production to the wellbore, the conductivity of the SRV region 
has a substantial impact on productivity. The hydraulic fracture permeability is also very 
significant to production and NPV, much more so than the hydraulic fracture half-length. 
Although this pattern benefits from overlapping SRV regions, far extending fractures can 
intersect the opposing lateral causing undesirable communication between wells. Thus, 
the benefits of longer fractures can easily be outweighed by communication and 
interference effects. 
 






In the analysis of the Zipper and Modified Zipper patterns, the natural fracture 
density is the most significant controlling parameter, having a greater influence on 
production than even the matrix permeability. While the natural fracture density is an 
intrinsic characteristic of the reservoir, it does show the importance of the secondary 
complex fracture network. Although the naturally fractured nature cannot be changed, 
the hydraulic fracture spacing within both of these patterns can be optimized to lower 
the stress anisotropy and generate more complexity with the existing natural fractures. 
However, this can be a difficult design change to implement. On the other hand, in both 
the Texas-Two-Step and Modified Zipper Patterns, the hydraulic fracture permeability is 
also quite impactful and is easier to influence through effective fluid and proppant 
design to maintain effective fracture opening throughout the life of the well. 
Consequently, in terms of less complicated design changes to implement for positive 
production results, the Texas Two-Step and Modified Zipper Patterns are superior to the 
Zipper Pattern as the parameters with the most influence in the Zipper Pattern are 
characteristic of the reservoir and cannot be changed.  
Despite some differences in the sensitivity results, all three patterns are the most 
sensitive to the matrix permeability as well as the natural fracture density. This 
reiterates the necessity of hydraulic fracturing in shale and tight oil reservoirs, because 
with a highly interconnected pathway to the wellbore through both the matrix and a 
conductive network of natural fractures, induced hydraulic fractures would not be 
necessary to economically produce from the wellbore. To further demonstrate this point, 
a simple model was run for the seven months prior to the hydraulic fracturing operations 
of the Eagle Ford wells showing the very minimal production that is possible when trying 
to only flow through such a tight matrix. This model shown in Figure 6.4 is an exact 
replica of the original Zipper model except the fractures have been removed; only the 
two horizontal wellbores remain. The resulting production is given below in Figure 6.5, 
with a maximum oil rate 0.106 bbl/day from Well 1H as compared to the maximum 
hydraulically fractured oil rate of 60 bbl/day for the three modeled fracture stages. This 
results in a 56,603% reduction in oil production which would not be enough to offset the 






Figure 6.4: Unstimulated reservoir model to show the need for hydraulic fracturing in 
micro to nano-Darcy shales. 
	  
Figure 6.5: Daily oil production rates possible without hydraulic fracture stimulation 





CHAPTER 7  
DESIGN OPTIMIZATION 
 
Following the production and geomechanical results from the model outputs and 
sensitivity analysis, the final design recommendations were examined through recovery 
efficiencies and economic viability to increase the confidence of the conclusion. 
7.1 Recovery Factor 
The recovery factor (RF), or the recoverable amount of hydrocarbon initially in 
place, is typically optimized in unconventional reservoirs by ideal placement of the 
horizontal wellbore in the reservoir, fracture connectivity to the entire productive pay 
zone, effectively spaced transverse fractures, and well-distributed proppant within the 
created fracture (Sierra et al., 2014). Prior to the optimization runs, the initial oil and gas 
recovery factors were both 12% for the Zipper well case as calculated by Equations 7.1 
and 7.2: 
   𝑅𝐹 = !"#$%  !"#  !"#$%&'(#)
!!"#
                         (7.1) 
   𝑅𝐹 = !"#$%  !"#  !"#$%&'(#)
!"#$
       (7.2) 
Using the 20 year cumulative oil and gas rates for the basis of total production, 
optimization runs were created by varying the natural fracture spacing, the SRV 
permeability and the hydraulic fracture half-length, permeability, and spacing within 
each pattern. The amount of influence each variable has on production was also taken 
into consideration using the results from the sensitivity analysis. The initial recovery 
factors for all patterns are given in Table 7.1 in which the Original Oil in Place (OOIP) 
and Original Gas in Place (OGIP) values were taken directly from the CMG outputs as 
calculated by the simulator. These recovery factors were then maximized by finding the 
best possible combination of parameters through 50 iterations (Table 7.2). The Modified 
Zipper Pattern showed the greatest improvement in the oil recovery factor with the 
parameters as defined in Table 7.3 yielding a 4% increase in the oil recovery factor as a 





Table 7.1: Original oil and gas in place, total production, and recovery factor values for 
each pattern prior to optimization runs 








Oil       
(STB) 
Cumulative 











53,818 52,101 12% 12% 
Texas Two-
Step 60,678 105,637 14% 26% 
Modified 
Zipper 81,848 83,903 19% 20% 
 
Table 7.2: Total production and recovery factor values for the best run for each pattern 
after the optimization process 




Oil       
(STB) 
Cumulative 










Zipper 62,440 56,211 14% 14% 2% 2% 
Texas Two-
Step 70,378 114,081 16% 28% 2% 2% 
Modified 
Zipper 99,463 92,293 23% 22% 4% 2% 
	  






















Zipper 10 350 1,000 10,000 50,000 
Texas Two-
Step 10 500 1,450 20,000 60,000 
Modified 






Finally, a comparison plot of the production results between the base case and the 
optimized case for each pattern are given below in Figures 7.1 – 7.3.  
	  
Figure 7.1: Comparison of the cumulative oil rates between the optimized and base 
cases of the Zipper Pattern. 
	  
Figure 7.2:	   Comparison of the cumulative oil rates between the optimized and base 






Figure 7.3:	   Comparison of the cumulative oil rates between the optimized and base 
cases of the Modified Zipper Pattern. 
 
 From the recovery factor optimization results, it can be noted that the most 
improved design for each pattern does not include smaller fracture spacing than the 
base case at 350 ft. With the defined geomechanical properties and in-situ stress 
anisotropy in this area of the Eagle Ford, fracture spacing less than 350 ft. could result 
in a stress shadow created between stages. To test this point, the fracture spacing 
within the Zipper Pattern was reduced by 43% to monitor the increases in the minimum 
principal horizontal stress. If the minimum principal stress increases to the point where 
the stress anisotropy is completely diminished, stress interference between the 
fractures will be created and rather than enhanced complexity, the efficiency of the 
fracture stage will be reduced. At 350 ft. spacing, the stress anisotropy within the Zipper 
Pattern was reduced to the lowest point at the tips of the fractures at a value of 1,732 
psi. In the 150 ft. spacing case, the stress anisotropy at this same location was reduced 
to 1,526 psi. A comparison of the minimum stress plots for the 350 ft. and 150 ft. 
fracture spacing cases is given in Figure 7.4 showing the greater increase in minimum 






Figure 7.4: Minimum stress plots as a function of hydraulic fracture spacing: 350 ft (a) 
and 150 ft (b). 
 
7.2 Economic Evaluation 
Net Present Value (NPV) calculations were then used to evaluate the model 
conclusions from an economic point of view. The following NPV equation was used for 
the economic analysis: 
                                  𝑁𝑃𝑉 = !"#  !"#!  !"#$%
!!!!"#$%&'  !"#$ !
!
!!!                                      (7.3) 
The Net Cash Flow was defined as the difference between the sums of the revenue and 
cost. Revenue was defined as the product of the cumulative production per year and the 
oil and gas price per year, where the variable 𝑛 depicts the project life in years (Ozkan, 
2013). Cost was defined only as the completions cost for the three stages since all other 
costs were assumed to be equal between the patterns. The Texas Two-Step Pattern 
was assumed to cost 30% more than the Zipper and Modified Zipper Patterns in 





for a special downhole tool (Almulhim, 2014). All parameters used in the economic 
analysis are defined below in Table 7.4. With the very recent dramatic decline in oil 
prices, the price of oil was defined based on the median price from the range of prices 
within the last year with the high defined as $100/bbl and the low defined as $50/bbl. 
Using the best run from the recovery factor optimization task, the NPV for each 
pattern was calculated. Since the first five years of production typically represents the 
most economical life of the well, the five year cumulative rates were used for the NPV 
calculations. This optimization process resulted in a 5.5% NPV increase for the Zipper 
Pattern, a 4.5% increase for the Texas Two-Step Pattern, and an 8.2% increase for the 
Modified Zipper Pattern (Table 7.5).  
 
Table 7.4: Definition of parameters used in the NPV calculations for the economic 
analysis 
Economic Parameter Value 
Price of Oil ($/bbl) 70 
Price of Gas ($/Mscf) 3.0 
Discount Rate 10% 
Zipper Cost ($) 915,000 
Texas Two-Step Cost ($) 1,189,500 
Modified Zipper Cost ($)  915,000 
 
Table 7.5: NPV optimization results for each pattern 
Stimulation 
Pattern Initial NPV  Final NPV  
Percent 
Increase 
Zipper $685,001 $722,842 5.5% 
Texas Two-
Step $650,360 $679,900 4.5% 
Modified 






7.3 Acceleration vs. Added Recovery 
As argued by Barree et al. (2015), economically preferred completions designs 
may be more driven by the net present value derived from the first five years of 
production rather than the ultimate recovery of the well. The early five year period 
represents most of the useful economic life of well due to the acceleration of production 
and can be a good benchmark for completion optimization. Thus, when comparing the 
various improved stimulation designs in the recovery factor and NPV optimization tasks, 
it is important to note the difference between acceleration and added reserves. It may 
be easier to affect the short-term performance of the well with high initial production 
rates but this will always lead to increased decline rates that can adversely affect long-
term economics. This point can be clearly demonstrated by drawing the decline curve, 
recovery factor, and NPV analyses together into one discussion. For example, the 
Zipper Pattern yields the best early performance with the highest initial NPV as well as 
the highest NPV after optimization yet it has the lowest recovery factors overall. 
Consequently, it may be easy to enhance the early production of the Zipper Pattern, but 
in the end, the design optimization changes implemented in the Modified Zipper Pattern 
yield a larger improvement in reserve recovery. The Texas Two-Step Pattern yields the 
lowest NPV increase after the design optimization process which makes it difficult to 
offset the high completions cost. 
7.4 Well Spacing 
One major advantage of the Modified Zipper Pattern is the possibility for SRV 
overlap, allowing closer spacing of the laterals. Since the variation of well spacing was 
not limited by the CMG capabilities in this model setup, separate cases were built for 
the Modified Zipper Pattern to determine the optimal lateral placement. Five separate 
cases were built in addition to the 800-ft. well spacing base case that was used in the 
pattern comparisons above (Chapter 5). The cases ranged from 550-ft. well spacing to 
1,000-ft. well spacing which resulted in SRV overlapping regions ranging from 12% to 
48%. The closest well spacing case, Case 1, is pictured in Figure 7.5 showing the 48% 
overlapping SRV region between the two laterals where almost half of the Well 2H SRV 





cases were ranked based on productivity in comparison to the 800-ft. base case (Table 
7.6 and Figure 7.6). The fracture half-length was kept constant at 550 ft. for all cases. 
 
Figure 7.5: Well spacing optimization Case 1, laterals are spaced 550 ft. apart with a 
48% SRV overlap. 
	  
Table 7.6: Well spacing optimization results comparing five year cumulative production 


















Base 800 28% 25,966 28,043 0% 0% 
1 550 48% 68,745 69,803 165% 149% 
2 600 44% 68,692 69,748 165% 149% 
3 700 36% 10,688 14,208 -59% -49% 
4 900 16% 10,765 14,274 -59% -49% 






Figure 7.6: Graphical comparison of cumulative oil production for well spacing cases. 
 
 From these results, it can be concluded that closer well spacing greatly improves 
both the oil and gas production as a function of the SRV overlap possible with the 
Modified Zipper Pattern. These spacing designs also provide the further benefit of 
maximizing drilling density within a given drill spacing unit, although it is important to 
consider the consequences that can result when the fracture half-lengths exceed the 
well spacing. With the increased use of technology to optimize hydraulic fracture 
designs, half-lengths can often reach up to 1,500 ft. which greatly exceeds the infill well 
spacing design of 500 ft. or less. As a result, fracture stages are contacting the offset 
wells causing communication and interference. Therefore, the completions design must 







CHAPTER 8  
GAS SHALE MODEL COMPARISON 
 
In the gas shale CMG model developed by Almulhim in 2014, the Zipper, Texas 
Two-Step, and Modified Zipper hydraulic fracture patterns were compared from a fluid 
flow perspective to enhance production performance. This chapter briefly reviews the 
results from Almulhim’s study and compares the recommended hydraulic fracture 
designs between the shale oil and gas shale models. 
8.1 Gas Shale Model Results 
 A dual permeability logarithmically spaced and locally refined model was also 
utilized by Almulhim with a 50 x 60 x 10 grid size. The horizontal wells were 1,300 ft. in 
length with fracture half-lengths of 500 ft. spaced 350 ft. apart. Reservoir and gas 
properties for his study (Table 8.1) were sourced from literature and were based on a 
Barnett-type shale gas reservoir. The IMEX black-oil simulator within CMG was used 
within his study to simulate the fluid flow behavior for the dry gas system. Non-Darcy 
flow effects were also considered in addition to gas adsorption using Langmuir’s 
isotherm. Geomechanical deformations were not considered however which, due to the 
high compressibility of gas would have a large impact in this model. 
By simulating the three different hydraulic fracture patterns for twenty years of 
production time, Almulhim found that with the added fracture complexity offered by the 
Modified Zipper and the Texas Two-Step Patterns, they produced more gas 
cumulatively than the Zipper Pattern. Figure 8.1 displays the daily gas and water 
production rates of the three patterns for Almulhim’s base case that represented the 
production only due to the primary hydraulic fractures. Further shown in Figure 8.2 are 
the daily gas production rates for the complex case which does include the production 
due to the primary hydraulic fractures as well as the secondary complex fracture 
networks generated from the reduced stress anisotropy. The comparison of these plots 





enhancement and the need for secondary complex fracture networks in tight matrices 
where flow is almost negligible.  
Table 8.1: Summary of fluid and reservoir input parameters for the gas shale CMG 
model (Almulhim, 2014) 
Parameter Value 
Model Dimensions (ft) 2500(i) x 3000(j) x 300(k) 
Model Grid Number 50(i) x 60(j) x 10(k) 
Model Grid Width (ft) 50(i) x 50(j) x 30(k) 
Initial Reservoir Pressure (psi) 3,000 
Initial Reservoir Temperature (°F) 100 
Gas Gravity (dimensionless) 0.818 
Gas Viscosity (cp) 0.02 
Gas Compressibility Factor (dimensionless) 1.00 
Initial Water Saturation (fraction) 0.30 
Water Compressibility (psi-1) 3.00E-06 
Water Viscosity (cp) 0.96 
Rock Compressibility (psi-1) 1.00E-06 
Matrix Porosity (v/v) 0.06 
Matrix Permeability (mD) 1.50E-04 
Natural Fracture Porosity (v/v) 4.00E-05 
Natural Fracture Permeability (mD) 1.00 
Natural Fracture Width (ft) 0.001 
Natural Fracture Spacing (ft) 50 
Induced Secondary Fracture Permeability (mD) 70 
Induced Secondary Fracture Width (ft) 0.01 
Hydraulic Fracture Permeability (mD) 70 
Hydraulic Fracture Width (ft) 0.10 
Hydraulic Fracture Height (ft) 300 







Figure 8.1: Daily gas and water production rates for each pattern for the base case, no 
fracture complexity effects, production only from primary hydraulic fractures (Almulhim, 
2014). 
 
Figure 8.2: Daily gas production rates for each pattern for the complex case, production 
from secondary fracture networks is included (Almulhim, 2014). 
____ Zipper 
____Texas Two-Step 










The positive influence on production that the enhanced secondary fracture 
networks have on production can also be observed in Table 8.2 below, demonstrating 
that the added complexity effects had the most impact on the Modified Zipper Pattern 
since it is benefiting from both near and far-field complexity effects. Although the Texas 
Two-Step Pattern produced the most gas cumulatively, Almulhim (2014) recommended 
the Modified Zipper design for this Barnett-Type gas reservoir as a result of the 
increased SRV and enhanced complexity effects possible with this pattern. Considering 
these external variables, the Modified Zipper Pattern yielded the highest NPV for the 
gas shale case. 
 
Table 8.2: Cumulative gas production comparison between patterns showing the 
positive impact of the added fracture complexity effects in the percent difference   
column (Almulhim, 2014) 
Stimulation 
Pattern 
Cumulative Gas Production (MMscf) 
% Difference 
Base Case Complex 
Texas Two-Step 3,939 4,220 7% 
Zipper 3,372 3,383 0.3% 
Modified Zipper 3,484 3,925 13% 
 
8.2 Shale Oil and Shale Gas Comparison 
A common similarity between the gas shale and shale oil cases is the close link 
between flow area and production. The Texas Two-Step and Modified Zipper Patterns 
similarly outperformed the Zipper Pattern for the shale oil case with the Modified Zipper 
Pattern generating the most oil production. Like the gas shale model case, the Texas 
Two-Step Pattern did produce the most gas overall. However, in the gas shale model 
the increase in gas production for the Texas Two-Step Pattern was attributed to the 
model setup since that pattern was generated with four hydraulic fractures connected to 
the wellbore while the other two patterns were only modeled with three.  In the shale oil 
model, all patterns were created with the same number of fractures connected to the 
wellbore to eliminate this difference. With these similarities, both models clearly 





production whether the formation is highly brittle like the Barnett shale or more ductile 
like the Eagle Ford. Therefore, in relevance to the differences in development between 
shale oil and gas prospects, it can be concluded from these studies that the drivers for 
success are more closely related to the fluid and proppant design rather than the 
fracture pattern and spacing. Thus, a comprehensive hydraulic fracture design would 
include the utilization of fracture placement to reduce the stress anisotropy in the 
formation coupled with a proppant and fluid design that is compatible with the specific 




















CHAPTER 9  
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
 Integrating the results from the coupled geomechanical and fluid flow modeled 
outputs, the sensitivity analysis, and the recovery factor and economic optimization, a 
recommendation for the most effective hydraulic fracture design to be applied in one 
region of Eagle Ford shale oil window is presented. Future work and potential 
applications for this research are also provided. 
9.1 Shale Oil Model Conclusions 
In order to draw a confident conclusion regarding the most ideal hydraulic 
fracture pattern for an Eagle Ford–type shale oil prospect, the results from all of the 
above assessments must be taken into consideration. 
Beginning first with the production comparisons: 
1. The Modified Zipper Pattern yielded the highest overall oil production. 
However, the Texas Two-Step Pattern yielded the highest overall gas 
production. 
2. The Texas Two-Step Pattern generated the highest oil and gas production in 
the first ten years of production. 
3. The Zipper Pattern exhibited the highest initial peak in oil and gas production, 
yet it’s very high initial decline rate led to poor long-term performance. 
4. The Texas Two-Step Pattern was characterized by the lowest initial decline 
rate and the longest producing lifetime until abandonment. 
 
Next the conclusions from the geomechanical deformation behaviors: 
1. The Modified Zipper Pattern reduced the stress anisotropy to the lowest point to 
create the potential for the most fracture complexity through the largest area of 
perturbed stress.  
2. The pressure depletion regions within the Texas Two-Step and Modified Zipper 





production suggesting better conductivity between the primary and secondary 
fracture networks. 
 
Sensitivity analysis results: 
1. The Zipper Pattern was more sensitive to intrinsic reservoir characteristics that 
cannot be changed.  
2. The hydraulic fracture permeability in the Texas Two-Step and Modified Zipper 
Patterns strongly influenced production, a design change that can be 
implemented. 
 
Finally, the results from the design optimization tasks: 
1. The Modified Zipper Pattern yielded the highest initial oil recovery factors while 
the Texas Two-Step Pattern yielded the highest initial gas recovery factors. 
2. However after the implementation of design optimization changes, the Modified 
Zipper Pattern presented the greatest improvement in oil recovery factor. 
3. Although the initial production performance of the Texas Two-Step Pattern was 
very high, the Zipper Pattern yielded the highest initial and final NPV as a result 
of the lower completions cost. 
4. In regard to the acceleration of recovery as opposed to added reserves, it is 
much easier to affect the short-term performance of the Zipper Pattern but only 
the Modified Zipper Pattern offered the additional recovery of reserves after 
implementing design changes. 
5. The Modified Zipper Pattern offers the final advantage of high drilling density 
within spacing units for additional recovery of both oil and gas reserves. 
9.2 Design Recommendations 
Using all of the information gathered through the various design analysis tasks, 
the final hydraulic fracture design for an Eagle Ford shale oil prospect is to utilize the 
Modified Zipper design with 550 ft. well spacing, 350 ft. fracture spacing, 550 ft. fracture 
half-lengths, and a fluid, proppant, and injection rate design to enhance both the 





optimization tasks that longer half-lengths can enhance production, it was decided to 
instead recommend a closer well spacing and not change the fracture half-lengths, thus 
preventing high levels of communication between laterals. Furthermore, the changes in 
well spacing had a much more drastic effect on production than any other changes. 
With the combination of these design aspects, a highly conductive secondary fracture 
network can be created to aid reservoir drainage and connectivity to the wellbore. Even 
though the Modified Zipper Pattern is not the most economical in the very early life of 
the well, its sustained long-term performance and positive response to design changes 
distinguish the pattern as a very viable asset. 
The design recommendation derived from the CMG model can also be compared 
against the recommendations given by the service company following their 
microseismic interpretations of the Eagle Ford well pad. In the post-fracture report, the 
service company suggested that the same spacing and perforation scheme to be used 
for future projects, but to consider spacing the parallel laterals 700 ft. apart as the 
fracture half-lengths appeared to significantly overlap and well communication was 
observed through the tracer results. Furthermore, they proposed the continual 
evaluation of stress shadowing effects even though they believed the effects to be 
minimal. In moderate to high complexity reservoirs stress shadow effects can be difficult 
to determine, yet it is believed that the observed complexity generated from the induced 
hydraulic fractures was genuine since the fracture networks are significantly larger than 
their stage’s perforated interval and there are no visible gaps in lateral coverage. 
Furthermore, the microseismic events indicated that many of the fracture stages 
exhibited a secondary azimuth almost orthogonal to the primary fracture azimuth 
suggesting multi-directional fracture networks (UNGI CIMMM Company Sponsor, 2013).  
However, as the reservoir properties change quite significantly across the basin, 
it is important to mention that the above design recommendation is only applicable to 
this specific county within the Eagle Ford oil window. Outside of this area, the same well 
and fracture spacing may not be appropriate and thus the design must be altered to 
honor each new set of geomechanical properties. Likewise, it is also important to 





Working within the confines of the commercial software program, the true 
geomechanical responses resulting from the hydraulic fracture initiation and 
propagation process were not modeled and thus the model did not accurately represent 
the change in the reservoir stress state before and after the fractures were introduced. 
Additionally, the geometry of both the hydraulic and natural fractures was simplified to 
idealize their interactions and flow capabilities. Accordingly, the design 
recommendations presented here must be applied with appropriate engineering 
acumen.   
9.3 Future Work and Potential Applications 
With the integrated results of the sensitivity analysis and optimization 
assessment, this shale oil model provides an excellent tool for designing an efficient 
and effective hydraulic fracture treatment. In its current form, it represents an Eagle 
Ford-type shale model, but it can be further adapted to many other situations or 
reservoirs by modifying the rock and fluid properties, allowing for a wide range of 
applications. As more and more companies are moving away from geometrically spaced 
perforation designs to more engineered stimulations, coupled models become 
increasingly more essential. Thus, future work for this topic could include a more robust 
fully coupled method to integrate even more geomechanical behaviors as the 
geomechanics model within CMG is newly incorporated and somewhat limited. It would 
be valuable to compare the CMG results with other commercial and CSM in-house 
developed software packages to discern any differences in the geomechanical 
responses and to add the further analysis of the exact failure behavior during fracture 
initiation. Additionally, it would be beneficial to utilize this model with other Eagle Ford 
well pads for comparison and additional validation especially if other hydraulic fracture 









LIST OF SYMBOLS 
 
𝐴!  Cross-Sectional Area (in2) 
𝑎!  Temperature-Dependent Coefficient (dimensionless) 
𝑏  Hyperbolic Decline Exponent (dimensionless) 
𝑐!  Bulk Compressibility (psi-1) 
𝐶!  Cohesion Strength (psi) 
𝑐!  Grain Compressibility (psi-1) 
𝑑  Well Diameter (ft) 
𝐷!  Initial Nominal Decline Rate (1/month) 
𝑑!!  Characteristic Rock Parameter (psi-1) 
𝐷!"#  Minimum Decline Rate (1/month) 
𝐸  Young’s Modulus (Mpsi) 
𝑒  Current Fracture Aperture (ft) 
𝑒!  Initial Fracture Aperture (ft) 
𝐹  Applied Force (lbf) 
𝐹!"  Dimensionless Fracture Conductivity 
𝐹!" !"" Apparent Fracture Conductivity (Dimensionless) 
𝐹!  Forchheimer Number 
𝑓𝑟𝑠  Opening Fracture Stress (psi) 
ℎ!  Fracture Height (ft) 
𝑘  Formation Permeability (mD) 
𝑘𝑐𝑐𝑓  Fracture Permeability at Zero Stress (mD) 
𝑘!"##  Permeability Correction Factor (mD) 





𝑘!,!""  Effective Fracture Permeability (mD) 
𝑘!"  Initial Fracture Permeability (mD) 
𝑘ℎ𝑓  Hydraulic Fracture Permeability (mD) 
𝑘𝑛𝑖  Fracture Stiffness (psi/ft) 
𝑘𝑟𝑐𝑓  Fracture Closure Permeability (mD) 
𝑘𝑟𝑜𝑔  Relative Permeability of Oil to Gas (fraction) 
𝑘𝑟𝑔  Gas Relative Permeability (fraction) 
𝑘𝑟𝑜𝑤  Relative Permeability of Oil to Water (fraction) 
𝑘𝑟𝑤  Water Relative Permeability (fraction) 
∆𝐿  Change in Length (in) 
𝑙  Perforated Length (ft) 
𝐿!  Original Length (in) 
𝐿!  Fracture Spacing in the x-direction (ft) 
𝐿!  Fracture Spacing in the y-direction (ft) 
𝐿!  Fracture Spacing in the z-direction (ft) 
𝑁𝑃𝑉  Net Present Value (dollars) 
∆𝑝  Pressure Drawdown (psi) 
∆𝑃!"#  Net Fracture Pressure (psi) 
𝑝!  Pore Pressure Gradient (psi/ft) 
𝑞  Total Flow Rate (bbl/day) 
𝑞!  Initial Production Rate (bbl/day) 
𝑞!!  Extrapolated Oil Production Rate from Hyperbolic Decline (bbl/day) 
𝑞!∗  Oil Production Rate at the Time of the Minimum Decline Rate (bbl/day) 





𝑅  Universal Gas Constant (psia ft3/lb-mole °R) 
𝑅!  Regression Coefficient (dimensionless) 
𝑆𝑔  Gas Saturation (fraction) 
𝑆𝑙  Total Liquid Saturation (fraction) 
𝑆!"  Sum of Square Errors (dimensionless) 
𝑆!"  Sum of Total Deviations (dimensionless) 
𝑆𝑤  Water Saturation (fraction) 
𝑡  Production Time (months) 
𝑡∗  Time to Reach Minimum Decline Rate (months) 
𝑇  Temperature (°F or °R) 
𝑇!  Reduced Temperature (°R) 
𝑈𝐶𝑆  Uniaxial Compressive Strength (psi) 
𝑣  Fluid Velocity (ft/s) 
𝑉!  Bulk Volume (ft3) 
𝑉!  Stress to Fracture Stiffness Ratio (ft) 
𝑉!  Minimum Fracture Aperture for Closure Permeability (ft) 
𝑉!  Molar Volume (lb mole) 
𝑉!"#$%& Total Matrix Volume (ft3) 
𝑉!  Compressional Wave Velocity (ft/s) 
𝑉!"#$  Pore Volume (ft3) 
𝑉!  Shear Wave Velocity (ft/s) 
𝑤!""  Effective Fracture Width (ft) 
𝑤!  Fracture Width (ft) 





𝑥!  Fracture Half-Length (ft) 
 
Greek Letters 
𝛼  Biot’s Parameter (dimensionless) 
𝛽  Non-Darcy Factor (ft-1) 
𝛾  Volumetric Thermal Expansion Coefficient (°F) 
𝜀  Tensile Strain (length/length) 
𝜃  Angle from Well Trajectory (deg) 
𝜇  Fluid Viscosity (cp or Pa-s) 
𝑣  Poisson’s Ratio (dimensionless) 
𝜉  Poroelastic Constant (dimensionless) 
𝜌  Density (g/cm3) 
𝜎  Tensile Stress (psi) 
𝜎!  Minimum Horizontal Stress (psi) 
𝜎!  Maximum Horizontal Stress (psi) 
𝜎!  Mean Total Stress (psi) 
𝜎!!   Normal Fracture Effective Stress (psi) 
𝜎!                  Vertical Stress (Overburden Stress) (psi) 
𝜎!  Largest Principal Stress (psi) 
𝜎!  Intermediate Principal Stress (psi) 
𝜎!  Smallest Principal Stress (psi) 
𝜏  Shear Stress (psi) 
𝜑  Friction Angle (deg) 
𝜙  Porosity (fraction) 
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